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Editor’s
Column

IEEE Photonics Society

LAWRENCE CHEN
At this year’s Spring Convocation ceremony at McGill
University, Kristina M. Johnson (FIEEE’03) received an
honorary doctorate of sciences. Dr. Johnson directed the
NSF/Engineering Research Center for Optoelectronics
Computing Systems Center at the University of Colorado and Colorado State University, was Dean of the Pratt
School of Engineering at Duke University, was Provost
and Senior Vice-President for Academic Affairs at Johns
Hopkins University, and then served as Under Secretary
of Energy in the US Department of Energy under President Obama. She is currently CEO of Enduring Energy,
LLC, which provides strategic advice on clean energy
generation and utilization. Dr. Johnson is best known
for pioneering work in the field of smart pixel arrays,
which has applications in displays, pattern recognition
and high resolution sensors, including cameras. She gave
a moving and eloquent commencement speech in which
she described how three kinds of commitment—the
commitment to optimism, the commitment to kindness,
and the commitment to community—will help members of the graduating class (and in fact, all members of
society), address the various challenges and difficulties
that we face. I invite you to take a few moments to listen
to this speech, available online at http://bit.ly/1nKXJl8
In this month’s issue, we feature one research highlight article from Dr. Tetsuya Kawanishi, who describes
radio-over-fiber as low-latency, resilient networks to
ensure communications, especially in post-disaster recovery activities. There are also previews for the IEEE
International Semiconductor Laser Conference as well as
the IEEE Photonics Conference (IPC). The IPC preview
provides details on the program, some of the special symposia, and additional activities that have been planned,
including the silicon photonics fabrication workshop
and the women in photonics reception. We have a news
feature on the UN declaring 2015 the International
Year of Light and on the National Photonics Initiative.
Finally, we put the Spotlight on the new IEEE Journal
of Quantum Electronics Editor-in-Chief, Prof. Aaron R.
Hawkins and have a write-up from the UC Santa Barbara
Student Chapter have several Spotlight on features and
some updates from various chapters. I hope you enjoy
reading the issue (perhaps as you take some time off during the summer months) and as always, I welcome your
feedback and suggestions.
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President’s
Column
DALMA NOVAK
“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.”

— Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi

Chapters and Service
The Photonic Society’s Chapters are an integral part of our
mission to be a pre-eminent global society for photonics professionals; the Society has more than 75 Chapters around the
world as well as an additional 12 Student Chapters. So far this
year we have welcomed the formation of two new Chapters
(Nanjing and Metropolitan Los Angeles) as well as a Student
Branch Chapter associated with Thapar University in Patiala,
India. The location of our Chapters reflect the global diversity of our 6000+ strong membership; approximately half the
Chapters are located in North America, 21 in the Asia/Pacific region, 13 in the wider European area, two in the Middle
East, and one each in South America and South Africa. About
a quarter of our Chapters are joint entities with the IEEE Electron Devices Society being the most common ‘partner’ in a
Joint Chapter.
Recently I counted the number of countries in which the
Photonics Society has members and was amazed to find that
there are 82! While some of these countries have too few members to be able to petition for the establishment of a new Chapter (a minimum of 12 in a parent IEEE Section is required),
there are several geographical areas that have more than a sufficient number of members but are not currently served by
a Chapter. Chapters play a vitally important role in the engagement of members in Society activities. Not only do local
Chapters provide members with access to professional growth,
continuing education and networking opportunities, they are
also a great way to serve the Society as a volunteer. Creating
volunteering opportunities for members is essential for the future of our Society. A directory listing of our Chapters and the
current Chairs can be found on the Society’s website: http://
www.photonicssociety.org/chapters. If you interested in getting involved in your local Chapter, I encourage you to make
contact with the Chair. If you find that there is no Chapter in
your geographical area and you are interested in starting one,
the Photonics Society Chapter Kit (also available online) will
provide all the information you need.
It is the Society’s objective to serve and foster the activities of our Chapters to the greatest extent possible. To that
end, we are initiating a new outreach program to help provide
more direct support for our Chapters. Starting later this year,
Chapter Leadership Forums will be held during several major
international conferences sponsored by the Photonics Society.
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The first of these events will be held during the European Conference on Optical Communication (ECOC) in Cannes, France
in late September. This will be followed by meetings at the
IEEE Photonics Conference in La Jolla, CA in October as well
as the Asia Communications and Photonics Conference (ACP)
in Shanghai, China in November. The focus of these sessions
is to bring together Chapter volunteers to discuss activities,
future plans, best practices, issues, as well as membership development and collaboration opportunities. Chapter leaders
will learn about new Society initiatives and strategic directions
and also have the opportunity to communicate directly with
Society staff and BoG (Board of Governors) members in attendance. By holding the Chapter Leadership Forums in multiple
locations, we hope to increase the opportunity for our Chapter
volunteers to participate. Chapter Chairs will be encouraged to
send a delegate to a meeting if they themselves cannot attend
and are also welcome to participate in more than one event. I
look forward to meeting many of our Chapter volunteers at
these upcoming Forums.

A Good Report Card
Every five years the IEEE undertakes an extensive review of
each Technical Society which is carried out by the IEEE TAB
(Technical Activities Board) Society Review Committee. As
part of this process, all aspects of a Society’s operations are
reviewed including its purpose, strategy, operations, conferences, publications, education, membership, finance and
governance. In February of this year the Photonics Society
underwent its most recent evaluation and the findings of
the Review Committee were very positive. The Society was
commended for its outstanding publications portfolio with
strong impact factors as well as its successful conferences and
strong Distinguished Lecturer program. Our extensive use of
social media to promote awareness of the Society’s activities
and expand interest in the photonics field was also recognized. The successful outcome of the Photonics Society’s review is a testament to the dedication and commitment of the
Society’s staff and many volunteers. This strong partnership
will enable us to maintain and enhance our programs moving
forward, as we continue to develop new initiatives to serve
the member community.
With warm wishes,
Dalma Novak
Pharad, LLC
d.novak@ieee.org
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Research Highlights

Transparent Waveform Transfer for Resilient
and Low-latency Links
Kawanishi, et al.
Lightwave Devices Laboratory,
Photonic Network Research Institute, NICT
Koganei, Tokyo, Japan
Introduction
The Great East Japan Earthquake on 11th March 2011 seriously damaged telecommunication networks, which were
indispensable to share and collect information for disaster

recovery activities. Telecom operators in Japan used various
types of transmission media, including communication satellites, to resume services quickly [1]. Radio-wave communications can have agile deployment capability. However, it
is rather difficult to obtain long-haul large capacity wireless
links by using radio-waves, because of limitation of radio-wave
frequency resources especially in microwave bands. Millimeterwave links can provide high-speed transmission up to a few
Gb/s, while the transmission distance is limited by attenuation
in the air. Thus, we should rely on optical fiber communication
(OFC) links to provide over 100 Gb/s high-speed transmission.
To use radio-wave links as backups for optical fiber links,
transmission capacity difference between radio-wave and
optical fiber links should be reduced to mitigate possible surge
of traffic demands. In this article, we review wired and wireless
seamless network technology which provides both highspeed transmission and agile deployment capabilities. Digital
coherent technology developed for high-speed can mitigate
signal deformation in radio-wave links in the air as well as in
optical fibers [2]. Radio-over-fiber (RoF) technique, which
transmits waveforms for radio-wave links on intensity profiles
of lightwaves over fibers, can provide direct waveform transfer
between lighwaves and millimeter-waves by using optical-toelectric or electric-to-optical conversion devices. Combination
of RoF in millimeter-wave bands and digital coherent with
high-performance digital signal processing (DSP) can provide
wired and wireless seamless links where bit rate of wireless links
would be close to 100 Gb/s [3]. Millimeter-wave transmission
distance would be shorter than a few kilometers due to atmospheric attenuation, so that many moderate distance wireless
links which are seamlessly connected to optical fiber networks
should be required to provide resilient and high-capacity data
transmission. Reduction of cost and power consumption at
media converters connecting wired and wireless links would
be very important to enhance total performance of the seamless
networks.
Latency reduction in transmission is also one of important issues for particular applications such as data transfer
for high-frequency trading, online gaming [4]. Recently,
wireless links has been paid attention to achieve low-latency
4
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transmission, where data rate would be much smaller than
in OFC, but propagation speed is much higher in the air.
Thus, combination of wireless and wired links would be
useful to mitigate such demands both for high capacity and
low latency. RoF-based transparent waveform transfer would
provide low latency media conversion between optical and
radio-wave signals.

High-Speed Millimeter-wave
Transmission Using Photonics
For high-speed radio telecommunications, rather wide radio frequency bands are available in millimeter-wave bands,
in V-band (50–75 GHz), E-band (60–90 GHz) and W-band
(75–110 GHz). Unlicensed bands in 60 GHz attract much
attention for high-speed short distance telecommunications.
High bitrate wireless transmission would be able to provide
low power consumption data transfer, as shown in figure 1 [5].
Power consumption for some particular functions such as
packet buffering, baseband signal processing would be proportional to time duration for transmission. High-bitrate
transmission can reduce the duration largely. We deduce that
this is one of the reasons why required energy per bit is small
in high-bitrate systems. However, 60 GHz bands are not suitable for moderate or long distance links due to large oxygen
attenuation. On the other hand, in the range from 70 GHz to
110 GHz (E- and W-bands), atmospheric attenuation of millimeter-waves is much smaller than in 60 GHz bands. Attenuation in dry air is the lowest at 94 GHz in the frequency region
higher than 60 GHz. Figure 2 shows a W-band transceiver.
In this range, 71–76 GHz, 81–86 GHz, 92–94 GHz,
94.1–100 GHz and 102–109.5 GHz are internationally
allocated for fixed or mobile radio services (95–100 GHz is
only for mobile services in USA). In total, 25.4 GHz wide frequency bands can be used for moderate distance wireless telecommunication services in Europe and Japan. Over 100 Gb/s
wireless links can be achieved by using a modulation format
with spectral efficiency larger than 3.94 bit/s/Hz, however, it
is rather difficult to generate and detect such high-frequency
signals by the use of electric devices, due to bandwidth limitation of electric circuits.
On the other hand, photonic devices can handle broadband signals easily. For example, simple optical couplers can
split photonic signals with very high-frequency components.
Simple modulation formats, such as on-off-keying (OOK) or
August 2014
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differential phase-shift-keying (DPSK) were often used in
commercial optical fiber communication systems, because,
it was very difficult to control lightwave precisely without
losing speed of modulation. The most important issue was
to increase the modulation and demodulation speed, while
required preciseness of signal generation and detection was
not so high. For example, on-off extinction ratio (ER) of
20 dB is large enough for such modulation formats, though
precise signal control is very important in radio-wave wireless systems to follow radio regulations. However, recently,
precise lightwave modulation and demodulation technique
has been developed for various advanced modulation formats
including quadrature phase-shift-keying (QPSK), quadrature
amplitude modulation (QAM), etc., to obtain enhanced spectral efficiency or receiver sensitivity in optical fiber transmission [6]. Arbitrary waveform can be generated by using
vector modulation devices, which can control in-phase (I)
and quadrature (Q) components independently. A dual parallel Mach-Zehnder modulator (DPMZM) consisting of two
integrated Mach-Zehnder interferometer based amplitude
modulators can provide high-speed optical vector modulation, as well as analog modulation for applications such as
single sideband modulation, chirp signal generation, etc.
Precise amplitude modulation is required for more advanced
modulation formats including 64 QAM and 256 QAM where
8-level and 16-level amplitude modulation is, respectively,
needed in both I and Q components. Active trimming technique can increase the ER up to 70 dB [6]. High ER optical modulation has been used for generation of optical twotone signals which can applied to photonic reference signals
in array antenna systems for radio astronomy [7], high-
performance photodetector measurement techniques [8], etc.
For receiving advanced modulation format signals, digital
coherent systems have been developed for high-speed optical fiber transmission by the use of high performance digital
signal processors (DSPs) which estimate optical phase of the
signal and mitigate waveform degradation in signal propagation. Conventional optical modulation and demodulation
technologies can provide high speed transmission whose
baud rate is much higher than in radio-wave systems. On
the other hand, electric-device-based radio-wave wireless
systems can control waveforms much more precisely than in
conventional optical transmission systems. However, recently
developed optical vector modulation and digital coherent
techniques provide high-speed and precise lightwave control
which can be applied to radio-wave generation and detection.
As shown in figure 3, an optical modulator generates a lightwave
signal whose intensity profile is proportional to a waveform of
a radio-wave. At an antenna unit, the radio-wave is converted
from the lightwave by a high-speed photodetector. This technique is called radio-over-fiber (RoF). Over 10 Gb/s millimeter-wave transmission has been demonstrated recently [2, 3].
Figure 4 shows an experimental setup for 40 Gb/s millimeter-wave wireless transmission, where a carrier component in
W-band was generated by two-tone optical signal generation
with high-ER modulation technique described above [9].
16 QAM signal was optically synthesized by the use of two
DPMZMs.
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Figure 1. Bitrate and power consumption of short distance wireless data transmitters [5].

Figure 2. External view of W-band transceiver.

Wired and Wireless Seamless Links
Figure 5 shows a schematic of a wired and wireless seamless transmission system consisting of a digital coherent based optical
fiber link and of a millimeter-wave wireless link. Wirelessto-wired or wired-to-wireless media converters (WWMCs)
convert optical signals into millimeter-wave signals and/or
millimeter signals into optical signals [10]. The wireless link
can be used as a backup, when the wired link is broken through
an optical fiber cut. RoF can transmit optical signals with
waveforms over optical fibers. “Seamless” means that waveforms
on optical signals in fibers can be transparently converted into
millimeter-waves at WWMCs, without using complicated
digital signal processing. A WWMC comprising an opticalto-electric (O/E) converter and a radio front-end (FE), can act
as an optical-to-radio (O/R) converter, while a radio-to-optical
IEEE PHOTONICS SOCIETY NEWSLETTER
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where WWMCs should have digitalto-analog / analog-to-digital converters
and DSPs. We need more DSPs for
advanced modulation formats in optical
links. On the other hand, those in
seamless links shown in figure 6 would
provide simple configurations and
Optical fiber
reduce power consumption in signal
processing. WWMCs transfer waveforms
Signal
Optical
Photo
from lightwaves to radio-waves or from
source
modulator
detector
lightwaves to radio-waves, where signal
degradation would be accumulated.
Figure 3. RoF system.
However, the DSPs in optical transmitter
or receivers can mitigate the degradation
comprehensively. As described above, E
W-band RoF transmitter
or W-band millimeter-wave bands are
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where attenuation of millimeter-waves
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IF RF
FSO link performance would be degraded largely due to fog or smoke [11,
Q
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UTC-PD
12]. To increase link connectivity and
30 mm
performance, we may use millimeterLO (75 GHz)
Digital signal processing
wave/FSO hybrid links shown in figure
W-band receiver
8 [10]. Such transmission technologies
Optical coherent receiver
can also provide flexible operation of
telecommunication services at ordiFigure 4. Setup for 40 Gb/s millimeter-wave transmission [9].
nary times. For example, massive data
transfer demands at temporary sites can be mitigated by RoF
Wired-to-wireless media converter (WWMC)
based wired and wireless seamless transmission. These RoF
Wireless-to-wired media converter (WWMC)
systems would be useful for high-speed transmission in metropolitan and/or rural areas for particular purposes as well as
for disaster recovery.
Wireless
Lightwave modulated
by radio-wave signal

Radio-wave signal

Osciloscope

Carrier recovery
&
IQ seperation

Symbol decision

Freq. domain eq.

Radio-wave signal

Low Latency Transmission
Using Wired and Wireless Links
Optical fiber

Figure 5. Wired and wireless seamless links.

(R/O) converter also can be constructed by a radio FE and an
electric-to-optical (E/O) converter, as shown in figure 6. A
high-speed O/E converter or photodetector in the WWMC
seamlessly transforms high-speed optical signals from a RoF
transmitter (Tx) directly into radio signals. On the other hand,
the use of optical digital coherent detection techniques at the
receiver (Rx) can completely compensate for transmission impairments such as media dispersion, eliminating the need to use
a DSP altogether. Figure 7 shows a schematic of combination
of wired and wirelesss connection based on conventional
media converters and digital optical transmission links,
6
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In high-frequency trading for financial business, latency of a
few milliseconds or shorter would have significant impact. In
virtual environments, human beings can detect latencies as
low as 10 to 20 ms, as reported previously [13]. Requirements
on latencies depend on the applications, but they would be
10–200 ms for interactive services. Electromagnetic-waves in
the air propagate faster than in optical fibers, so that latency
in wireless system would be small than in OFC systems.
For long-haul transmission, low earth orbit (LEO) satellites
can provide low latency transmission, though physical path
lengths of LEO links are larger than in OFC links. In LEO
satellite transmission systems, payload signals are relayed
through radio-wave or FSO links which would be shorter than
a few thousand kilometers [14]. Figure 9 shows differences
in latencies in LEO and OFC links, where tL(LEO) and tL(OFC)
are propagation delays in LEO and OFC transmission systems
[4]. When the altitude of the LEO satellites (h) is lower than
August 2014
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Figure 8. Wired and wireless seamless connection with radio
and FSO links.

1000 km, the delay in LEO link systems are smaller than in
OFC systems for links longer than 6000 km. Thus, for longhaul transmission, LEO satellites can reduce the latency. However, expected transmission capacity of LEO satellites, would
be much smaller than in OFC. We may consider networks
consisting of wireless and wired links to mitigate demands for
low-latency and high-capacity, simultaneously. For example,
we can send some control signals to receiver side via LEO satellites, while data for normal transactions are sent by optical
fiber cables. When we detect rapid change of market, we can
cancel the data for transaction already sent by OFC, because
the control signal in the air can overpass the data in optical
fiber cables.
In addition to propagation delay of radio-wave or
lightwave, WWMCs should cause latency due to digital
signal processing if we use conventional optical digital
transmission and radio-wave links as shown in figure 7,
where the WWMC should synthesize radio-waves from
binary data streams. On the other hand, the WWMC based
on RoF shown in figure 6 can transfer waveforms without using DSPs, so that the latency in the conversion is
August 2014
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Figure 9. Differences in delays of LEO and OFC based
transmission [4].

very small. That implies wired and wireless seamless links
can provide low-latency transmission, because latency
in WWMCs and wireless links would be smaller than in
conventional transmission systems.

Conclusion
As we have shown, transparent waveform transfer can make
seamless integration of wireless and wired links which can provide resilient and low-latency networks. RoF-based WWMCs
can convert lightwaves into radio-waves or radio-waves into
lightwaves without using DSPs. Signal deformation in wireless and wired links is comprehensively compensated by DSPs
at the RoF reciever in analogy with the end-to-end principle. Many simple WWMCs for transparent waveform trasfer with powerful DSPs at the RoF transmitters or receivers
would ease difference between lightwaves and radio-waves as
trasmission media.
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News
A Conversation With the Candidates
for 2015 IEEE President-Elect
Mintzer and Shoop respond to members’ questions and concerns
Reprinted with permission from The Institute, June 2014
The annual IEEE election process begins in August—be sure
to check your mailbox for your ballot. To help you decide
whom to choose for 2015 IEEE president-elect, we interviewed the candidates: IEEE Life Fellow Fred Mintzer and
IEEE Fellow Barry Shoop, IEEE Photonics Society Member. We asked them questions submitted by members, as
well as some of our own. Each candidate shared his vision for
the future of the organization and the changes he proposes to
make if elected.

Canidiate Backgrounds

d atabase systems that emphasized image quality and security.
The work garnered numerous awards.
Mintzer went on to develop new applications for secure
printing and new techniques for document watermarking. He
became senior manager of IBM’s visual technologies department, which developed 3-D graphics and scientific visualization systems. Mintzer has coauthored more than 50 technical
papers and holds more than 25 patents.
He was a member of the IEEE Board of Directors and director of IEEE Division IX in 2008 and 2009. He served as
vice president of IEEE Technical Activities in 2012, and he
was a member of the IEEE Audit, Investment, and Employee
Benefits and Compensation committees, among other leadership positions. He received the IEEE Third Millennium Medal
in 2000 and the IEEE Signal Processing Society’s Meritorious
Service Award in 2009.

Shoop, a professor of electrical engineering, is head of the department of electrical engineering and computer science at the U.S.
Military Academy at West Point, in New York. He is responsible
for a department of 79 faculty and staff members. He joined West
Point in 1993 and has served in a number of leadership positions,
including director of the Photonics Research Center. While on sabbatical in 2006 and 2007, he served as chief scientist for the U.S.
Why do you Feel you’re the Best Candidate?
Department of Defense Joint Improvised Explosive Device Defeat
MINTZER: The needs and expectations of today’s engineers
Organization, which addresses the IED problem worldwide.
are changing. We need to provide more that is of current value
Shoop served on the IEEE Board of Directors from 2006
to them, such as increased technical community participation
to 2010. He was 2010 vice president of IEEE Member and
and greater involvement in emerging technologies. I have a
Geographic Activities (MGA), IEEE secretary in 2008 and
firmer agenda for creating such value and a record of success
2009, and Region 1 director in 2006 and 2007. As leader of
in doing so.
IEEE’s Enterprise Engineering team in 2006 and 2007, he led
IEEE technical communities are where colleagues work
the transformation of the Regional Activities Board into the
together on a common interest such as a technology, conferMGA Board. He has served on the IEEE Executive, Strategic
ence, regional meeting, educational activity, standard, or
Planning, New Initiatives, and Audit committees. Shoop also received the 2013 IEEE
Haraden Pratt Award and is a member of
the IEEE Photonics Society.
Other accolades, fellow of the Optical
Society of America and the International
Society for Optics and Photonics (SPIE),
he received OSA’s 2008 Robert E. Hopkins
Leadership Award and SPIE’s 2013 Educator Award.
Mintzer was program director for IBM’s
Blue Gene Watson supercomputing facility
and associate director of the Deep Computing Institute from 2005 until he retired six
months ago.
Early in his career, he conducted research
on digital signal processing algorithms, applications, and architectures. He led a team The IEEE Board of Directors has nominated Life Fellow Frederick Mintzer [left] and
at IBM’s Watson Research Center that de- Fellow Barry Shoop [right] as candidates for 2015 IEEE president-elect. Photo: Ed
veloped technologies to support image Carreon Photography
August 2014
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p ublication. The value of participating in them is high. Attending a conference is an especially effective way of staying
technically current because of its interactions. Community discussion of a topic via social media can provide insight beyond
any article’s text. Many volunteers learn about leadership and
interacting in a global business culture through their IEEE
community participation. By enabling more and better community interactions, I would add current value.
Emerging technologies include topics such as smart cities,
big data, and the Internet of Things. My industrial experience
has taught me that these technologies are at the center of tomorrow’s jobs. By adding activities and opening new communities in this area, I would add current value.
SHOOP: I have been an active IEEE volunteer leader for
more than 28 years and bring diverse leadership experience
from three other professional societies and a career spanning
over 34 years. My IEEE experiences provide me with comprehensive knowledge of the operations of IEEE across the breadth
of the institute.
I am a collaborative leader. I listen to people, understand
the issues, and have a demonstrated record of bringing diverse
groups to consensus. I have led change in IEEE by focusing
on the member, developing products for the practitioner, and
improving our strategic positioning. I have a vision, a plan,
and the experience to lead IEEE to be the professional society
of choice for technical professionals around the world.

Would you Consider Lowering Membership
dues, Particularly for those who can’t
Afford Them?
SHOOP: As a community where dues are based on fairness,
we have worked hard and continue to develop programs
that address this important issue. In 2010, while I was vice
president of MGA, we initiated the e-Membership option
for members who reside in countries with low per-capita
gross domestic product. In 2013 we had more than 27 500
e-Members.
We have special circumstance categories for retired and unemployed members and those with low income, as well as a full
discount for those who are permanently disabled. In 2013 we
had more than 5700 recent graduates who received discounts
in their first year of higher-grade membership. Student members also receive reduced membership dues, with more than
120 000 in this category in 2013.
MINTZER: I would love to lower member dues for all.
However, at current expense levels, we cannot sustainably
do this while continuing to provide the level of service IEEE
members expect.
Some IEEE expenses relate to investment. IEEE has been
investing heavily in enhanced services to its members and customers, including collaboration tools for its technical communities. Other professional societies are aggressively developing
such tools for their communities. We must do so as well or risk
losing our communities.
I believe IEEE has an obligation to all members of our profession. IEEE currently provides reduced-rate membership fees
for members falling in several categories of special circumstances, including those from developing nations. I support
10
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this and favor its expansion where sustainable. In addition,
IEEE has opened some of its technical communities to all—
free of charge. I support this as well and favor its expansion
where sustainable.

How Would you Improve the IEEE Support
Infrastructure, such as the Response Time
to Members’ Queries?
MINTZER: IEEE is a technology-centric organization with
a dedicated staff. Our members are top professionals in their
fields. They expect us to use leading-edge information technology systems to provide excellent member support.
Social networking is a vital cog in the operation of any
modern dynamic technical community. We should harness its
power, using the collaboration tools being developed to support technical communities, to be more responsive to members’ queries.
SHOOP: For a society focused on members, responsiveness
to our members’ inquiries is essential. With IEEE’s wide variety of products, services, benefits, and offerings, navigating
the IEEE support infrastructure is often challenging. We have
made important strides in customer service, and I will advocate
for additional improvements.
As one recent example of an effort to improve responsiveness, in 2012 we deployed IEEE Knowledge Base to provide
searchable self-service access to information to improve the
response time to common questions. In conjunction with
Knowledge Base, we introduced a service called Chat that
enables members to communicate with staff at no cost with
the option to request a return telephone call from the IEEE
Contact Center at the member’s convenience. I understand the
importance of supporting our members and am committed to
this effort.

What are your Plans for Growing the
Membership of Female Engineers?
SHOOP: The future of our disciplines, profession, and world is
far too important to entrust to any single subset of society. Diversity is our greatest strength and therefore must be a priority.
Addressing this will require multiple approaches.
First, I think it is critical that we have female role models
in leadership positions—to inspire and serve as mentors. Next,
for our profession, IEEE needs to provide modern collaboration
and networking tools that provide opportunities for expanded
engagement beyond traditional boundaries in a global community. And finally, looking to the future of our profession, we
must develop programs that will encourage young women to
consider careers in our disciplines.
MINTZER: I find technology extremely exciting—and
getting even more exciting every year. We are changing the
world! I find it disappointing when others do not share that
excitement. We need to reach women at a young age and tell
them about the technology world’s awesome opportunities. I
will participate in delivering that message.
Because of the number of young women we need to reach,
delivering this message will be a significant challenge. It will
require building a large, skilled, and enthusiastic community
of IEEE leaders that interacts with future engineers. I believe
August 2014

we have leaders who will welcome this challenge. I will support building that community and will participate in it.
In addition, I will help women in our technical communities find leadership positions. Their leadership can help demonstrate that many exciting opportunities are available.

What New Benefits Would you Offer
Members who Work in the Business Sector?
MINTZER: Industrial members need to stay technically
current; knowledge of emerging technologies will help them
do so. I recently helped create two related benefits. The IEEE
Technical Activities Board (TAB) created online technical
communities, open to all members, centered on the emerging technologies managed by the IEEE Future Directions
Committee. I would increase the number of these communities. TAB also created an e-magazine, IEEE Technical Community Spotlight, which provides all IEEE members with
selected articles on emerging technologies and how-to information on participating in related communities. I would
enhance this e-magazine.
Talks by speakers who work in industry are especially attractive to industrial members. I would offer more industryfocused meetings such as the Metro Area Workshops and
IEEE Industry Days, which feature plenary talks by industry leaders and discussions of the technologies most likely to
shape the future.
SHOOP: As vice president of MGA, I developed the
Metro Area Workshop, which provides professional education and certification to equip members to compete in an
increasingly challenging job market. The target audience is
practicing engineers and technical professionals who are innovators, have a desire to learn more, or are in career transition or considering a career change. The workshop addresses
emerging technologies that are in demand within the local
geographic area.
These have been a huge success—well attended, with high
satisfaction rates—and have attracted new members. Additionally, using new modalities of information delivery, we have the
opportunity to create and deliver knowledge rather than just
more information. By combining both traditional and application-oriented papers with online interaction, videos, databases,
simulation tools, and wikis, we can enrich knowledge content
for all our members.
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What do you See as the Future
of IEEE? As President, how Would
you Help us Get There?
SHOOP: I see an IEEE that is valued by our members, our
profession, and the public. All our members have access to
individualized tools, products, and services that support professional growth and career security. IEEE’s brand provides
increased recognition and prestige for our profession and influences public policies worldwide.
Engineering, computing, and technology careers are sought
after by young people. IEEE is a truly global organization—in
every sense. We have successfully developed new modalities of
knowledge distribution that create and deliver knowledge by
combining traditional papers with online interaction, videos,
databases, simulation tools, and wikis, all to enrich knowledge
content.
And finally, we have created a structure and culture of
innovation, one that proactively identifies new markets and
potentially disruptive innovations and encourages diversity,
experimentation, risk taking, and collaboration. I believe I
can help in getting us to this future by first articulating this
vision, bringing together diverse teams of experts, applying
a collaborative leadership style to bring these groups to consensus, and, finally, securing the resources necessary to create
this future.
MINTZER: IEEE will become a dynamic organism of
technical communities in its fields of interest. It will quickly
organize new communities around emerging technologies
and interests. It will share insights more quickly and broadly
within its communities. Its publications will be enhanced
with interactive discourse—often in multiple languages—
for which social networking will be the backbone. That future IEEE will provide better mission fulfillment and better
member satisfaction.
As president, I will persistently focus on strengthening our
technical communities and will strongly support the development of the information-technology ecosystem needed to support them.

IEEE Photonics Society Members:
Remember to Vote
The annual IEEE election is right around the corner: Visit
http://bit.ly/11GgVVD to learn how to vote.
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UN Declares 2015 the International Year of Light
IEEE Photonics Society and others join to support importance
of light-based technologies.

UN Declares
2015 the
The United Nations (UN) General Assembly and The United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNEInternational
Year of Light
SCO) have proclaimed 2015 as the International Year of Light and
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underground water sources, and non-invasive screening of infants for life-threatening breathing or
digestive conditions.
John Dudley, Chairman of the IYL 2015 Steering Committee, states that, "An International Year of
Light is a tremendous opportunity to ensure that international policymakers and stakeholders are
made aware of the problem-solving potential of light technology.”

The IYL2015 Steering Committee, led by Dudley, and other respected societies are coordinating
activities for the IYL2015 on national, regional and international levels. Activities will be planned so
that people of all ages, backgrounds and from all countries appreciate the central role of light in
science and culture, and as a cross-cutting scientific discipline that can advance sustainable
development.
National and regional committees will ensure nations from the around the world can participate. For
more information, and to be placed on a mailing list for updates, please contact light@eps.org.
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Download the International Year of Light Project Prospectus, here: http://www.eps.org/light2015
Interested in becoming a contributor for the International Year of Light 2015 Blog?

Photonics:
A Priority for the United stAtes
A history Lesson
A 1998 National Research Council report, “Harnessing Light,” presented a comprehensive view of the potential impact of optics
and photonics on important industries. In response, several economies advanced their already strong optics and photonics
industries. In 2011, Germany committed nearly €1 billion ($1.3 billion in USD) to photonics R&D over 10 years; China began
funding several programs targeting photonics supply chains; and, the European Commission, as part of its new Horizon 2020
program, has directed €1.6 billion (over $2 billion in USD) to photonics-related R&D over the next seven years.
The United States, however, did not develop a cohesive strategy. Historically the United States has been the world leader
in deploying photonics research to power cutting-edge technologies, but global competition has put at risk this leadership
position, which is causing a substantial loss of global market share to overseas competitors as well as thousands of US jobs.

the nAtionAL Photonics initiAtive
In 2012, the National Research Council released a sequel to “Harnessing Light” that called for a National Photonics Initiative
to identify and advance areas of photonics critical to maintaining competitiveness and national security. Heeding the call,
more than 100 experts from industry, academia and government collaborated to assemble recommendations to help guide US
funding and investment in five key photonics-driven fields: energy, biomedicine and health care, information technology and
telecommunications, advanced manufacturing, and national defense/homeland security.
New opportunities in these fields — including solar power, high-efficiency lighting, genome mapping, high-tech manufacturing,
nuclear threat identification, cancer detection and new optical capabilities vital to supporting the Internet’s growth — offer the
potential for even greater societal impact in the next few decades. US investment in photonics will grow our economy, protect
and improve the lives of our people, and position the United States as a global technology leader.

defense & nAtionAL secUrity
Optics and photonics greatly enhance the United States’ ability to gather intelligence, defend its citizens and protect
its troops. Current and future communication, intelligence, navigation, electronic warfare, and sensing systems
throughout the defense and security infrastructure will benefit from the increased performance, manufacturability,
environmental stability, size, weight, power, and cost savings that photonic integration enables. The US military needs
more high-bandwidth, secure, reliable communications in the form of free space, wired and fiber optics to move
sensitive data and knowledge to strategic locations.
Lasers also play a key role in defense operations. Lower-power lasers are employed extensively in the form of
illuminators, rangefinders and intelligence and reconnaissance countermeasures. High-power, directed energy laser
weapons provide the potential of ultra-precise targeting, are extremely low-cost per use, are light weight and have
nearly an unlimited magazine. The US needs to develop strategic laser systems in the 50-150 kW range to shoot down
incoming rockets, artillery shells and mortars, and small UAVs in a cost-effective manner.

enerGy
The renewable energy sector may soon bring significant job growth, lower US energy consumption, reduced reliance
on foreign oil, stronger national security and a revitalized economy.
Over the next 20 years, industry experts project that solar energy will provide a much larger fraction of the world-wide
demand, creating a global market for photovoltaic (PV) generated power of approximately $500 billion. In order for
the US to regain its leadership position in manufacturing PV panels, significant investments in low-cost manufacturing
technologies and high-efficiency materials must be made. This translates into forecasted energy savings of $30 billion
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dollars at today’s energy costs and a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions equivalent to 40 million cars.
Solid-state lighting could cut US lighting electricity usage by about 45 percent by the year 2030. Other energy savings
can come from photonic sensors that enable smart buildings by turning lights off when a person leaves the room and
darkening windows at midday when the sun is strongest. These advances allow building environments to operate more
efficiently and cost effectively.
Photonics also increases the efficiency and safety of US energy production and consumption. Fiber optic sensors
for monitoring oil and gas wells on land and under the sea are being developed to provide real-time feedback on the
mining environment; ground and satellite based optical instruments will be used to monitor greenhouse gas emission
and CO2 emissions from electrical plants and transport vehicles; and data collected by photonic instruments will be
used to develop accurate climate models for predicting the impact of changes in our climate.

heALth & Medicine
From laser eye surgery to three-dimensional computer tomography (CT) scans, photonics is responsible for medical
advances that save and dramatically improve millions of lives. Photonics plays a key role in next-generation health
care, both in enhancing our ability to observe and measure symptoms and our capability to treat patients earlier with
less invasive, more cost-effective methods. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) systems, for example, obtain detailed
images of the interior of the eye, but also have applications in cardiology, gastroenterology and even pharmaceutical
process control. This is a growing field with a rapidly expanding market that exceeded $400 million in annual revenue
in 2012 with a significant portion of these companies located in the US. Today, the global biophotonics market is
estimated at $36.9 billion, but is expected to reach $99 billion by 2018.
Next-generation devices and techniques will also allow surgeons to identify and remove cancer cells in real-time and
to diagnose concussions instantly and accurately. As optical devices and image quality and techniques improve, we
will move away from qualitative physician assessment toward more automated and quantitative diagnostics. Earlier
and more conclusive disease detection will result in improved outcomes and cost reduction. Understanding the
immune system and diseases at the cellular and molecular level will also require new, real-time, multi-dimensional (3D)
visualization tools and related data processing, acquisition and storage formats to be in place. With further investment
in photonics research, light-based technologies will also help optimize individual responses to medications while
minimizing side effects: we’ll see reduced health care costs as expensive late-intervention procedures are curtailed and
hospital stays are shortened.

inforMAtion technoLoGy & coMMUnicAtions
Photonics is the key enabling technology behind the $4.7 trillion global IT/Telecom industry, accounting for
approximately 6 percent of the total world GDP. Over the past 30 years, innovations in optics increased performance
and dramatically reduced communications costs. The sharply lower costs drove exponential increases in telecom
traffic: growth in North American telecommunications capacity grew 100 times over the last decade alone. Bandwidth
demand is expected to grow another 100-fold, possibly more, over the next 10 to 20 years. Currently, no existing
technology solution can provide for this jump in capacity. US-lead investment in photonics research can lead to a
scientific breakthrough that would provide for this jump in capacity.
As this industry grows, data centers play an increasingly important role in information storage, access and analysis.
Currently the majority of these data centers reside in the United States, providing great economic benefit. Maintaining
data centers here would position the United States as a leader in the development of next generation optoelectronic
technology while at the same time providing an additional level of data security and protection from cyber-attack.

MAnUfActUrinG
The most versatile machine tool of the 21st century, lasers are used by industry to cut sheet metal, repair memory
circuits, fabricate LEDs, and produce customizable stents inserted into arteries to keep them open after surgeries.
Photonics also plays a critical role in manufacturing by measuring the precise dimensions for quality control and highspeed robotic vision to enable high-throughput ‘pick-and-place’ automation for low-cost manufacturing. Advanced
manufacturing is vital for the economic well-being of the country and job growth. While the majority of display and
photonics component manufacturing moved overseas, the United States can be a leader in new and innovative areas
such as additive manufacturing and 3D printing which President Barack Obama called, “the future of manufacturing.”

For more information, please contact Laura Kolton at (202) 416 1499 or lkolton@osa.org, or Krisinda Plenkovich at (360) 685 5518 or krisindap@spie.org.
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Ustream Chat Peter Winzer

Dr Peter Winzer
We were pleased to introduce the use of Ustream
to promote the IEEE/OSA Journal of Lightwave Technology (JLT) and interactively engaged
members of the community whose interests were
aligned with the topics covered by this journal.
During the Ustream video session, you will learn
about JLT’s past and present from the Editor-inChief, who discussed the paper handling, decision,
and publication process, described the possibility
within JLT of choosing between author-paid openaccess publishing and subscription-paid traditional
publishing, and advice for students on becoming
successful scientific authors. Through the live online chat, participants were given the opportunity to ask questions directly to the
Editor. The chats are also aimed at increasing the readership and authorship of JLT,
and promoting the global presence of the IEEE Photonics Society. The live-chat
took place at 11:00 AM EDT on May 1 2014 and will featured Dr. Peter J. Winzer
from Bell Labs, Alcatel-Lucent, the current Editor-in-Chief of JLT.
Please note this event has since aired and can be viewed here: http://bit.ly/1xAu4QT
UV molded
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Spotlight

This Spotlight section will focus on the IPS community and spotlight members who provide voluntary service to the IEEE
Photonics Society in different capacities. Please send any submissions to IPSNEWSLETTER if you wish to highlight a
member and any outstanding work they may be doing.

Aaron R. Hawkins
Aaron R. Hawkins began serving as the Editor-in-Chief of IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics in April of 2014. Aaron is a Professor in the Electrical and Computer Engineering
Department at Brigham Young University, where he also directs the university’s micro/
nanofabrication facility. His current research primarily focuses on integrated optics for
biosensing and he teaches classes in semiconductor devices, optoelectronics, and MEMS.
Before joining the faculty at BYU in 2002, Aaron spent five years working as an engineer
in the photonics industry concentrating on optical receivers. He was a co-founder of Terabit
Technology, which was acquired by CIENA, and also worked in the optical components
division at Intel. He graduated in 1998 with a PhD from UC Santa Barbara (with John
Bowers as his advisor) and in 1994 with a BS from Caltech.
Aaron takes on the role of JQE Editor-in-Chief with a fairly broad perspective of the
publishing world. In addition to authoring lots of technical papers as is expected of a professor, he spent six years as a JQE Associate Editor and also co-edited the book Handbook of
Optofluidics. He wrote Practically Magic: A Guide to Electrical and Computer Engineering, a textbook meant for college freshman
and in an attempt to be well-rounded, published a young adult novel called The Year Money Grew on Trees through a major
imprint. Aaron continues to write fiction but has learned it is MUCH harder to sell fiction manuscripts than it is to publish
technical papers. He’s always on the lookout for a next great story.
Aaron and the JQE editorial board have some great things in store
for the journal. They are working on a new two-step review process that
will first screen papers for high impact before passing them along for
technical review. The idea is to position JQE as a top-tier destination
for quality papers from throughout the photonics community. In 2015,
JQE will celebrate its 50th anniversary. The founding of the journal coincided with the creation of the IEEE Quantum Electronics Council which
eventually became the IEEE Photonics Society. JQE’s editorial board has
some fun features planned to celebrate the journal’s birthday and the new
Editor-in-Chief encourages you to submit your great papers to JQE so
you can be a part of the 50th year commemoration.
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Careers and Awards
IEEE Photonics Society—Call for Nominations

Nominations are now being accepted
for the 2015 John Tyndall Award
This award, which is jointly sponsored by the IEEE Photonics Society, the Optical Society, and is endowed by Corning, Inc., is
presented to a single individual who has made outstanding contributions in any area of lightwave technology, including optical fibers and cables, the optical components employed in fiber systems, as well as the transmission systems employing fibers. With the
expansion of this technology, many individuals have become worthy of consideration. Nomination deadline is 10 August, 2014.

Nominations are now being solicited
for the 2015 Young Investigator Award
The Young Investigator Award was established to honor an individual who has made outstanding technical contributions to photonics (broadly defined) prior to his or her 35th birthday. Nominees must be under 35 years of age on Sept. 30th of the year in
which the nomination is made. Nomination deadline is 30 September, 2014.
The nomination form(s), awards information and a list of previous recipients are available on the Photonics Society web site:
http://www.photonicssociety.org/award-info
http://www.photonicssociety.org/award-winners
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New Fellow On-line System

By Rosann Marosy
The task of nominating a Senior Member for Fellow grade got easier
with the new Fellow On-line System. Multiple upgrades were incorporated, but

IEEE Fellow is a
distinction
reserved for
select IEEE
members whose
extraordinary
accomplishments
in any of the
IEEE fields
of interest
are deemed
fitting of this
prestigious grade
elevation.

three main enhancements will please nominators. After a nominator logs in the
system, the first requirement will be to input the nominee’s member number.
Entering this information will immediately let the nominator know if the nominee
meets the requirements of being an active IEEE Senior or Life Senior Member
and if the nominee has been a member in good standing for five years or more.
If a nominee is ineligible, the system will prevent the nominator from filling out
the entire form and avoid any unnecessary time.
Another new feature that’s required is inputting the member number of
the references. The nomination must include at least five, but no more than
eight references who are IEEE Fellows. Entering this information will immediately inform the nominator, if a reference is eligible or not.
The best feature is allowing nominators the capability to make changes
to main text, update e-mail addresses, add and delete reference and endorsement names, and to delete nominations they prepared out of the system up to
the 1 March deadline. Providing nominators this kind of flexibility will give them
the opportunity to prepare a better nomination.
After the deadline has been reached, the system will authenticate all the
data and verify that each nomination package is complete. As soon as this process is finished, a confirmation will be sent to the nominator letting them know
whether the nomination will or will not be considered.
The system is now open and ready to accept nominations for the class of 2016.
Starting the process early will alleviate last minute issues. You can visit the Fellow Web Site at www.ieee.org/fellows, then click “Online Nomination Form” to
begin.
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IEEE Photonics Society (IPS) Candidates for the 2015 - 2017
Board of Governors
Ballots for the election of candidates to the Board of Governors have been
distributed to all voting members. This year’s candidates are:
Benjamin J. Eggleton
University of Sydney
Kazuo Hagimoto
NTT Electronics Corporation
Cedric F. Lam
Google, Inc.
Yong-Hee Lee
KAIST
Christina Lim
University of Melbourne
Pascale Nouchi
THALES Research & Technology
Seb Savory
University College London
Clint L. Schow
IBM, T.J. Watson Research Center
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2014 IEEE Photonics Society Engineering Achievement Award

Yong-Hee Lee, KAIST

The IEEE Photonics Society (IPS) Engineering Achievement Award is
given to recognize an exceptional engineering contribution that
has had a significant impact on the development of lasers or
electro-optics technology or the commercial application of
technology within the past 10 years. It may be given to an
individual or a group for a single contribution of significant work in
the field. The intention is to recognize a significant engineering
contribution which has resulted in development of a new
component, a new processing technique, or a new engineering
concept which has had a significant impact in either bringing a new
technology to the market, significantly improving the
manufacturability of a component or device, or creating a new
technology which will greatly accelerate or stimulate R&D.
The IEEE Photonics Society 2014 Engineering Achievement
Award will be presented to Yong-Hee Lee, “For pioneering
research on the photonic crystal nanolaser and the protonimplant vertical cavity for surface emitting laser.” The
presentation will be made during the Awards Ceremony at the
2014 IEEE Photonics Conference (IPC) at the Hyatt Regency La
Jolla, San Diego, California, USA.
Yong-Hee is a Distinguished Professor of Physics Department at Korea Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology and an adjunct Professor of the Optical Sciences Center at the University of Arizona. He served
as an Associate Editor for Optics Express (2009 ~ 2013) and as the Editor of Journal of Optical Society of
Korea (1999 - 2004). He was on the 2010 IEEE Aron Kressel Award Committee and is on 2015 IEEE David
Sarnoff Award Committee and 2015 Max Born Award Committee. He is on the Advisory Board of Photonics
and Nanostructures (2003~ ) and on the Editorial Board of Crystals (2010~ ). He has also been on the technical
program committee organized by IEEE, OSA, SPIE and more. From 2003 to 2005, he served as an IEEE LEOS
Distinguished Lecturer. Currently he is the General Chair of 2015 CLEO/Pacific Rim to be held in Busan, Korea.
He received his M.S. degree in Applied Physics at Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology in 1979
and his Ph.D. degree in Optical Sciences at the University of Arizona in 1986, respectively. During his stay
(1987~1991) at AT&T Bell Laboratories he pioneered the 850-nm proton-implant Vertical Cavity Surface
Emitting Laser (VCSEL). In 1991, he joined the Department of Physics at KAIST, where he is now the director
of Nanophotonics Laboratory. His main research theme is the light-matter interaction in sub-wavelength space.
His electrically-driven single-cell photonic crystal laser is acknowledged as a small step toward the smallest
possible laser. He co-authored more than 180 international journal papers related to VCSELs and photonic
crystal laser structures and gave over sixty invited presentations at international conferences.
He received the 2003 IEEE LEOS Distinguished Lecturer Award. He was elected as an IEEE Fellow in 2007 and an
OSA Fellow in 2010. And he received the Humbolt Research Award in 2013. Domestically he received the
National Academy of Sciences Award (2002) and the Science Prize (2010).
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2014 IEEE Photonics Society Quantum Electronics Award
Robert W. Boyd, University of Ottawa

The Quantum Electronics Award is given to honor an individual
(or group of individuals) for outstanding technical contributions
to quantum electronics, either in fundamentals or application or
both. The Award may be for a single contribution or for a
distinguished series of contributions over a long period of time.
No candidate shall have previously received a major IEEE award
for the same work.
The 2014 Quantum Electronics Award will be presented to
Professor Robert W. Boyd, “for contributions to nonlinear
optics, including room temperature slow light and the nonlinear
optics of composite materials” The presentation will take place
during the Awards Ceremony being held at the 2014 IEEE
Photonics Conference, at the Hyatt Regency La Jolla, San Diego,
California, USA, on October 13, 2014.

Robert W. Boyd (M’04) was born in Buffalo, New York. He received the B.S. degree in physics from MIT
and the Ph.D. degree in physics from the University of California at Berkeley. His Ph.D. thesis was
supervised by Charles Townes and involves the use of nonlinear optical techniques in infrared detection
for astronomy. Professor Boyd joined the faculty of the University of Rochester in 1977, and in 2001
became the M. Parker Givens Professor of Optics and Professor of Physics. In 2010 he became Professor
of Physics and Canada Excellence Research Chair in Quantum Nonlinear Optics at the University of
Ottawa. His research interests include studies of “slow” and “fast” light propagation, quantum imaging
techniques, nonlinear optical interactions, studies of the nonlinear optical properties of materials, and
the development of photonic devices including photonic biosensors. Professor Boyd has written two
books, co-edited two anthologies, published over 300 research papers, and been awarded five patents.
Prof. Boyd is a fellow of the American Physical Society (APS) and of the Optical Society of America
(OSA). He is a past chair of the Division of Laser Science of APS and has been a member of the Board of
Directors of OSA. He has also served as an APS representative and chair of the Joint Council on
Quantum Electronics (it is joint among APS, OSA and IEEE/LEOS). Prof. Boyd has served as a member of
the Board of Editors of Physical Review Letters and of the Board of Reviewing Editors of Science
Magazine.
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2014 IEEE Photonics Society William Streifer Scientific Achievement Award

Gadi Eisenstein, Technion

The IEEE Photonics Society William Streifer Scientific
Achievement Award is given to recognize an exceptional
single scientific contribution which has had a significant
impact in the field of lasers and electro-optics in the past 10
years. Endowed by Xerox Corporation and Spectra Diode
Laboratories, the award may be presented to an individual
or a group for a single contribution of significant work in the
field.
The IEEE Photonics Society 2014 William Streifer Scientific
Achievement Award will be presented to Gadi Eisenstein,
“For fundamental contributions to the dynamical properties
of semiconductor lasers and amplifiers.” The presentation
will be made during the Awards Ceremony at the 2014 IEEE
Photonics Conference (IPC) at the Hyatt Regency La Jolla,
San Diego, California, USA.
Gadi Eisenstein holds the Dianne and Mark Seiden chair in Optoelectronics at the Technion Electrical
Engineering Dept. He received his PhD in 1980 from the University of Minnesota and then joined the
AT&T Bell Laboratory Crawford Hill Research Laboratory where he worked at the Photonic Circuits
Department before joining Technion in 1989.
His research activities have covered over the years the topics of dynamical and noise properties of diode
lasers and amplifiers, ultrafast optoelectronics, nano photonics, nonlinear fibers, atomic clocks, RF
photonics and high speed fiber optics systems.
Professor Eisenstein is a Fellow of the IEEE since 1999. He was awarded the Alexander von Humboldt
Award in 2007 at the Technical University of Berlin where he was invited back in 2012 as a Return
Humboldt Awardee. In 2012, he was elected Foreign Member at prestigious Venetian academy - Istituto
Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti.
On January 1 2013, Professor Eisenstein was appointed director of the Russell Burrie Nanotechnology
Institute – the largest research entity of its kind in Israel which comprises over 150 faculty members and
350 graduate students.
He served as Associated Editor of IEEE Journal of Quantum Electronics for five years and is currently an
Associate Editor of Optica. Professor Eisenstein is the author of some 600 journal and conference papers
and served on numerous conference organizing committees.
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IEEE Photonics Society Distinguished Service Award
Filbert J. Bartoli

The IEEE Photonics Society Distinguished Service Award was
established to recognize an exceptional individual contribution
of service which has had significant benefit to the membership
of the IEEE Photonics Society as a whole. This level of service
will often include serving the Society in several capacities or in
positions of significant responsibility.
The 2014 Distinguished Service Award will be presented to Fil
Bartoli, “for valuable contributions to the Society, particularly in
the fields of Governance, Publications, and Conferences.” The
presentation will take place during the Awards Ceremony
being held at the 2014 IEEE Photonics Conference, at the Hyatt
Regency La Jolla, San Diego, California USA, October 13, 2014.
Dr. Filbert Bartoli (S-61, M-66, SM-03, F-05) is currently the Chandler Weaver Chair and Professor of
Electrical & Computer Engineering (ECE) at Lehigh University and Chair of the Electrical and Computer
Engineering Department. From 2000 to 2005, he served as a Program Director in the Division of Electrical
and Communications Systems at the National Science Foundation. Prior to that he worked at the Naval
Research Laboratory, where he was the Head of the Advanced Materials Section in the Optical
Sciences Division. He is a Fellow of OSA and IEEE, and recently served as IEEE Photonics Society Vice
President for Finance and Administration and Editor-in-Chief for the IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in
Quantum Electronics. His research activities have included a broad range of topics, such as infrared
detection, inorganic and organic optoelectronics, semiconductor physics, quantum well devices
physics, and nonlinear optics. His current research interests include nanophotonics and plasmonics
for biosensors, solar cells, filters, and slow light applications. His research publications include over
320 technical papers and 20 patents.
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IEEE Photonics Society 2014—

Prof. Keisuke Goda
Professor of Physical Chemistry
Department of Chemistry
Graduate School of Science
University of Tokyo
Title of Talk: Extreme imaging and beyond

Prof. Diana Huﬀaker
University of California, Los Angeles
Electrical Engineering Department
Title of Talk: TBA

Dr. Guifang Li

Title of Talk: Space-

Prof. Dan Marom
Applied Physics Department
Hebrew University, Israel
Title of Talk:

Dr. Carmen Menoni
Colorado State University
Editor-in-Chief, IEEE Photonics Journal
Title of Talk:

-ray wavelengths on a table-top

Prof. Sidharth Ramachandran
Boston University
Title of Talk: Singular light in ﬁbers: Beams that can do what Gaussians cannot
Title of Talk: Light that twists inside ﬁbers
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Membership

IEEE Photonics Society (IPS)
Affiliate Membership
Not an IEEE member? Join IPS as an Affiliate.
To fill out an
application, visit:

An IEEE Photonics Society Affiliate Membership is open all industry and
academic professionals interested in the fields of optics and photonics. One
can join IPS directly, without obtaining a full membership to IEEE, and still
enjoy all the society has to offer at a greatly reduced rate.

PhotonicsSociety.org

Benefits* of an IEEE Photonics Society (IPS)
Affiliate Membership:

Pricing
Affiliate
Membership

Full-Year
(Aug 16 Feb 28)

Half-Year
(Mar 1 –
Aug 15)

For Basic
Society Affiliate
Applicants

$105.00

$52.50

Canada (GST)

$108.55

$54.27

Canada (HST)
New Brunswick,
Newfoundland
& Ontario

$114.23

$57.16

Canada (HST)
Nova Scotia

$115.65

$57.83

Canada (HST)
British Columbia

$114.94

$57.47

For IEEE
Member Joining
the Photonics
Society

$34.00

$17.00

Stay on the cutting edge of photonics





Discounted conference registration at leading international
Photonics technical conferences
Free online access to Photonics Society Journals - PTL, JQE,
JSTQE, JLT & the Journal of Photovoltaics
Free print subscription to the Photonics Society’s bimonthly newsletter
Free online access to all Photonics Society-sponsored
conference proceedings

Network with other photonics professionals & advance
your professional success







Access the Photonics Society’s online membership directory
Engage with photonics professionals & join a community of
400,000+
IEEE members in 160 countries
Join one of more than 80 local IPS chapters worldwide
Become eligible for prestigious industry awards & recognition
programs
Explore opportunities for participation on program
committees & editorial boards

* Society Affiliates are only eligible for society benefits and services. Affiliate members are not
basic IEEE members, and as such, do not pay IEEE dues or receive IEEE benefits.
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Member Spotlight: Dr. Chennupati Jagadish

Awarded Boas Medal from the Australian Institute of Physics
Dr. Chennupati Jagadish, IEEE
Photonics Society (IPS) VP Finance & Administration and
Australian Laureate Fellow &
Australian National University
Professor, has been awarded a
Boas Medal from the Australian Institute of Physics.
Boas Medal Citation reads:
“For contributions to the
fields of compound semiconductor optoelectronics and
nanotechnology. His seminal
research work in areas such as innovative materials growth,
exploitation of new physics in these new materials, novel semiconductor processing to the fabrication of state-of-the-art optoelectronic devices are truly world-leading, as demonstrated
by his outstanding publication record in highly prestigious
international journals.”
Jagadish received the B.Sc. degree
from Nagarjuna University, Guntur, India in 1977, M.Sc degree from Andhra
University, Waltair, India in 1980 and
the M.Phil. and Ph.D. degrees from the
University of Delhi, India in 1982 and
1986, respectively. He was a Lecturer in
Physics and Electronics at S.V. College,
University of Delhi, during 1985-88 and
worked at Queen’s University, Kingston,
Canada, during 1988-90 as a post-doctoral
research fellow. He moved to Australia
in 1990 and established a major research
program in the field of optoelectronics and
nanotechnology.
Jagadish has published more than 780
research papers (520 journal papers), 5 US
patents assigned, co-authored a book, coedited 4 books, guest edited 10 special issues of journals and edited 12 conference
proceedings. Jagadish has also received
various high-standing awards from IEEE,
the IEEE Electron Devices Society and
the IEEE Photonics Society throughout
his professional and academic career. He
presently is an IEEE Fellow and serves on
several IEEE designated leadership boards
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and councils, such as the IEEE Photonics S ociety Board of
Governors and the IEEE Nanotechnology Council.
Jagadish is currently a Distinguished Professor and Head
of Semiconductor Optoelectronics & Nanotechnology Group
in the Department of Electronic Materials Engineering, Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineering at Australian National University. Forbes India named Jagadish as one of
the “18 Indian Minds Who Are Doing Cutting Edge Work”.
He serves as Director of the Australian National Facbrication Facility, ACT node and Convenor of the Australian Nanotechnology Network, while holding honorary positions at
University of Tokyo, Anna University and Nanjing University.
Jagadish also serves as Vice-President and Secretary Physical
Sciences of the Australian Academy of Science. His research interests include compound semiconductor optoelectronics and
nanotechnology.
Please join us in congratulating Dr. Chennupati Jagadish
for this high honor!
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Member Spotlight: Dr. Aydogan Ozcan

Named 2014 Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI) Professor
Dr. Aydogan Ozcan, IEEE Photonics Society (IPS) Senior member, is one of 15 researchers from around the country named a HHMI Professor.
Awardees receive a $1 million grant to be used over five
years to pursue high-impact, interdisciplinary research and
effectively integrate their work with creative approaches to
undergraduate education.
Ozcan develops cost-effective and field-portable photonics
tools for microscopy, sensing and diagnosis. Devices invented
in his lab—including lightweight smartphone attachments
to detect the presence of mercury in water, malaria in blood
cells and allergens in food—are designed for point-of-care use
and are adaptable to rural and resource-poor areas.
Ozcan is the Chancellor’s Professor at UCLA and an
HHMI Professor with the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, leading the Bio- and Nano-Photonics Laboratory at
UCLA School of Engineering and is also the Associate Director of the California NanoSystems Institute (CNSI). He
holds 22 issued patents (all of which are licensed) and >15
pending patent applications and is also the author of one
book and the co-author of more than 350 peer reviewed research articles in major scientific journals and conferences.
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Ozcan is a Fellow of SPIE and OSA, and has received major awards including the Presidential Early Career Award
for Scientists and Engineers (PECASE), SPIE Biophotonics
Technology Innovator Award, SPIE Early Career Achievement Award, ARO Young Investigator Award, NSF CAREER Award, NIH Director’s New Innovator Award,
ONR Young Investigator Award, IEEE Photonics Society
Young Investigator Award and MIT’s TR35 Award for his
seminal contributions to near-field and on-chip imaging,
and telemedicine based diagnostics.
Ozcan is also the recipient of the National Geographic
Emerging Explorer Award, National Academy of Engineering (NAE) The Grainger Foundation Frontiers of Engineering Award, Popular Science Brilliant 10 Award, Gates
Foundation Grand Challenges Award, Popular Mechanics
Breakthrough Award, Netexplorateur Award, Microscopy
Today Innovation Award, and the Wireless Innovation
Award.
Please join us in congratulating Dr. Aydogan Ozcan for
this high honor!
Additional reporting can be found on the HHMI website: http://bit.ly/1k8BgDk
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Women in Photonics Initiative
Launch Event at IPC 2014
A special networking event for
all conference attendees will
take place at this year’s IEEE
Photonics Conference (IPC),
in San Diego, CA, to celebrate the official launch of the
IEEE P
 hotonic Society’s (IPS)
Women in Photonics initiative
as well as the 20th anniversary of
IEEE Women in Engineering (WIE). The many achievements
and contributions of women members of the Society since its
formation, more than four decades ago, will be honoured. This
evening event will offer an inclusive networking environment
for our membership and diversify the spirit of photonics innovation and collaboration.
Consistent with the IEEE WIE’s mission of facilitating the
global recruitment and retention of women in technical disciplines, the goal of the IEEE Photonic Society’s Women in Photonics program is to create and promote activities that support
the participation, engagement and advancement of women in
the photonics and optics community.
The Women in Photonics reception at IPC will be held on
Tuesday, 14 October 2014 after the second plenary session.

Get to know the new AVP for
Women in Photonics
Dr. Arti Agrawal, from City University London, will serve as the first
Associate Vice President (AVP) for
Women in Photonics on the IEEE
Photonics Society’s newly restructured
Membership Council. Dr. Agrawal is
a Lecturer of Photonics at City University London. Her expertise lies in
the modelling of photonics devices such as spiral fibres, solar
cells, and photonic crystals, and the development of numerical
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 ethods. Dr. Agrawal is currently a Section Editor for the Jourm
nal of the European Optical Society: Rapid Publications. She
also blogs about STEM for the IEEE Photonics Society, IEEE
Women in Engineering and the Optical Society of America.
She has co-authored a book, Finite Element Modelling Methods
for Photonics, published by Artech House; several research articles and presented at many international conferences.
A short clip about her book can be seen at: http://bit.ly/
UGsLnt
Agrawal is recognized as an excellent teacher and communicator; she is passionate about communicating the wonders of
science, particularly optics, to young people and women in the
field. She teaches undergraduate courses at City and has been
awarded the School’s Excellence in Teaching award and nominated for the Vice Chancellor’s Teaching Excellence Award.
Agrawal was awarded the Rank Prize fund for the best presentation in the 2007 mini-symposium on Optics and Photonics at
Grasmere, UK. She was invited to deliver a short course at the
Conference on Lasers and Electro-Optics (CLEO) in San Jose in
June 2014; one of the few female short course presenters.
In addition to her involvement with the IEEE Photonics
Society, Arti is a member of several Optics governing bodies:
elected a member of the Optical Group Steering Committee
at the Institute of Physics and the MES Council of the Optical
Society of America.
Agrawal came to the UK on a Royal Society postdoctoral
fellowship in 2005. Before that she obtained the BSc in Physics with Honours from St. Stephen’s College, Delhi University.
She completed her MSc and PhD in Physics from the Indian
Institute of Technology Delhi. She is a Chartered Engineer and
Chartered Physicist, a member of OSA, IET, and was elected a
Senior Member of IEEE Photonics Society in 2013. Arti can
be contacted at arti.agrawal.1@city.ac.uk.
Dr. Agrawal’s goals as AVP for Women in Photonics:
• Devise a global outreach strategy that fosters an inclusive
and diverse environment, which helps women and underrepresented minorities in the photonics sector advance
their personal and professional development goals.
• Appoint a Women in Photonics Rep at each active IPS
chapter to encourage the grassroots mobilization and
representation of our female members world-wide.
• Work towards gender balanced editorial boards & conference committees; create new volunteer opportunities for
women within the society.
• Plan Women in Photonics events for the society alongside
the IPS President and IPS VP of Membership.
• Develop educational materials, mentorship programs and
training resources for women.
August 2014

Does Your Chapter have
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to Share?
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Chapter have anStory
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Does Your Chapter have an Interesting Story to Share?

Over the years the IEEE Photonics Society (IPS) has come across many wonderful stories about our chapters’ experiences all around
the world. Moving forward, we’d like to feature these stories in the print & electronic IEEE Photonics Newsletter and IEEE Institute. the years the IEEE Photonics Society (IPS) has come across many wonderful stories about our chapters’ experiences all around
Over
the world. Moving forward, we’d like to feature these stories in the print & electronic IEEE Photonics Newsletter and IEEE InstiThe members and chapters of IPS help advance our mission of representing the laser, optoelectronics and photonics community.
tute.
You are the advocates and driving force of our society around the world. We want to hear from you!
The members and chapters of IPS help advance our mission of representing the laser, optoelectronics and photonics community.
You are the advocates and driving force of our society around the world. We want to hear from you!
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photonics profession or breakthroughs in the field?
We want to hear your voice! Stories about your chapter’s activities can help spark new ideas for other chapters!
How does your chapter educate students and foster professional growth?
We want to hear your voice! Stories about your chapter’s activities can help spark new ideas for other chapters!

How to submit an article to the IPS Newsletter:
IPS will feature 1–2 stories in the bi-monthly newsletter and share chapters’ best practices via e-blast monthly.
How to submit an article to the IPS Newsletter:
If you have a story to tell, submit an article with pictures, video, etc. to:
IPS will feature 1–2 stories in the bi-monthly newsletter and share chapters’ best practices via e-blast monthly.
ipsnewsletter@ieee.org
If you have a story to tell, submit an article with pictures, video, etc. to:
Attention: Lisa Manteria
ipsnewsletter@ieee.org
Please note: That by submitting a story you agree to have it featured in IPS material, such as membership and recruitment publicaAttention:
Lisa Manteria
tions. For more
information, please review the newsletter Submission Guidelines at PhotonicsSociety.org
Please note: That by submitting a story you agree to have it featured in IPS material, such as membership and recruitment publications. For more information, please review the newsletter Submission Guidelines at PhotonicsSociety.org
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IEEE memberNet: New IEEE Member Directory
Opens Doors to Networking

IEEE has replaced the old Member Directory with an online search and networking tool,
called the IEEE memberNet. The official change will take place this August. This new tool
will allow members to connect with technical peers and engineering experts worldwide
with more ease.
IEEE memberNet users can search for members of Societies to which they belong. The
same applies for the IEEE Standards Association and Women in Engineering. By default,
the name and membership grade of all IEEE members appear in the memberNet. Information beyond name and membership grade must be opted-in by each member.

Features & Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Included with IEEE membership, at no additional cost.
Online-only network that connects IEEE members world-wide.
Enables networking by technical and geographic affiliations, affinities, and more.
Flexible search tool that has multiple criteria and advanced search options.
Expand your networks by learning more about additional memberships and related societies.
‘myNetworks’ personalization to each member’s technical interests and involvement with IEEE.
memberNet Messaging allows members to communicate with each other while ensuring member privacy.

Respecting Member Privacy
•
•
•
•

Members have full discretion over what additional profile items may be found through the memberNet search feature.
All searchable profile information is managed by each member via memberNet opt-in preferences.
Information visible on a members profile page is managed via memberNet opt-in preferences as well.
Members can send secure e-mail messages to each other by selecting the “send a message” button.

Getting started
Get the most from your IEEE membership and stay connected with IEEE peers. Follow these steps to get started with IEEE memberNet:
• Go to http://www.ieee.org/myieee and log in to myIEEE using your IEEE account info.
• Under the IEEE brand, in the upper right corner, select the “myProfile” link.
• Choose “My Opt-in Preferences” link on the top of memberNet window.
• Click on Edit icon found in the corner of each subsection to edit your information.
• You will be directed to log in to “The IEEE Shop”.
• Edit all of your information here and select the log out button when you are finished.
• Return to the “My Opt-in Preferences” page.
• Check each item you wish to share.
• Select the “Save opt-in Preferences” button.
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IEEE GOLD Program Has Become
Young Professionals
By Kaitlin Rogers
Are you a recent graduate or new to your career? Do
you need help evaluating your career goals and broadening your professional network? If so, the IEEE Photonics Society’s (IPS) Young Professionals Program is
the professional home for you.
The IEEE Young Professionals Program (YP) is
the new name for GOLD, or Graduates of the Last Decade. This community includes members and volunteers of IEEE across the globe.
The fresh and youthful insight that the YPs bring to the table is what makes them a unique resource to the organization.
As an affinity group, or non-technical subunit of IEEE, the Young Professionals come from a variety of backgrounds and societies.
This makes for a diverse group of people to learn from and network with. The Young Professionals Committee members support affinity
groups and societies in their region, as well as those belonging to IEEE who are also beginning their careers.
The numerous benefits offered under the Young Professionals Program include educational webinars, an eLearning library, annual
networking events, volunteer opportunities on councils and committees, IEEE.tv video resources, access to technical publications, conference discounts and all the benefits that come with a society membership.
“The IEEE Photonics Society would like to support our members and those within the photonics community by providing tools and events that guide
them through their early career transitions and propel them forward in the direction that they’ve chosen to go. IEEE Young Professionals is an excellent
resource for accomplishing those goals,” says Benjamin G. Lee, Research Staff Member at IBM T. J. Watson Research Center, and IPS AVP of
Young Professionals.
Perhaps the most valuable benefits, though, are the professional career resources that are offered to help young members prepare for
their futures. These include pre-recorded webinars that cover topics from professional development to humanitarian initiatives, the IEEE
MentorCentre, a new and improved Job Site, portals with
information about education and career options, and access
to networking through MyIEEE and the IEEE memberNet
where 400,000+ IEEE members go to communicate with
their peers.
The advantages of joining the IEEE Photonics Society and
getting involved with the Young Professionals Program are
virtually endless.
To learn more about how to join this group or the society, visit:
IPS Graduate Student Membership: http://bit.ly/1o3bQ8m
IEEE Young Professionals: http://bit.ly/X9Q7l2
Already a Graduate Student Member and interested in
volunteering?
Contact Lauren Mecum, Membership Development Specialist, at L.Mecum@ieee.org.
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Benefits of Membership
Join the IEEE Photonics Society
Stay on the cutting edge of photonics
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445 Hoes Lane
Piscataway, NJ 08855
+1-732-981-0060
PhotonicsSociety@ieee.org
www.photonicssociety.org
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New Senior Members

Senior member is the highest grade for which IEEE members can apply. IEEE members can self-nominate, or be nominated, for
Senior member grade.
The following individuals were elevated to Senior Membership Grade

Joel Grotz
Arief Gunawan
Philippe Tassin
Paul Leisher
Reuel Swint
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Jeffrey Nanzer
Randall Weidman
David Sampson
Emanuel Istrate
Prince Anandarajah

Giandomenico Amendola
Toshiaki Kuri
Pablo Sanchis
Pascual Munoz
Magnus Karlsson

Shien-Kuei Liaw
Chien-Chung Lin
Dimitra Simeonidou
Arti Agrawal
Keith Williams

Niru Kamrun Nahar
Ian Yang
Mani Hossein-Zadeh
Di Liang
Onur Fidaner
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IEEE Launches New ResumeLab to
Aid Members and Job Applicants
New Online Tool Can Help Photonics Society Members
Build Portfolios and Assess Skills
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) has made it easier to build the best first impression. By partnering with OptimalResume, a career services company in Durham, N.C., IEEE now
provides an essential tool that helps build members’
professional profiles and assists with job searches.
IEEE ResumeLab is free and conveniently accessible to all active IEEE and IEEE society members.
Students and professional members at every stage of
their career can log online for help with traditional
resumes, video resumes, cover letters, interview skills,
and portfolios; all while building a personal website to
showcase documents created within the ResumeLab.
Rory McCorkle, Global Career Resources Product
Manager in IEEE’s Member and Geographic Activities group, said that in a 2012 IEEE member survey
about most useful benefits, more than half the respondents chose assistance with resumes and interviewing.
“We think IEEE ResumeLab will be a valuable resource, especially among students, recent graduates, and members who
are unemployed,” said McCorkle.
Launched in January, IEEE’s new, easy-to-use tool gives users the option to upload an existing résumé or to create a new
one under is “Resume” tab. This section provides examples and
guidelines on creating a professional résumé with an attentiongrabbing feel.
The “Portfolio” tool helps users assemble a list of projects
to showcase relevant work on the web. Each project has a designated 200 megabytes of space for documents, images, videos,
and audio files, as well as links to other websites.
The “Letters” tool advises users on language and phrasing
for cover letters, responses to employer inquiries, and thank
you notes/ emails.
ResumeLab’s “Skills Assessment” tool helps members list
and categorize professional skills such as critical thinking,
problem solving, managerial skills, and systems analysis development. Similar to the “Skills Assessment” tool, the “New
Proficiency List” tool allows users to select skills specific to different industry jobs. Industries are divided into several categories, including sections of nanotech and biotechnology as well
as STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics),
and Green Jobs. Each divided category then provides a list of
skills that employers may be seeking.
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An additional tool in the “Interview” section of the IEEE
ResumeLab prepares users for answering interview questions by providing a review of responses to common questions asked. This section also allows users to record their responses using the computer’s microphone and webcam. This
allows users to hear and see themselves in a mock-interview
and track their progress along the way. Users can also share
uploaded files with others for additional comments and suggestions on performance. Members have the option of creating a video résumé with an onscreen teleprompter to read a
prepared script.
Once the user has utilized all desired tools above, they can
create a custom, professional profile page under the “Website”
tab. This website option offers different design templates and
colors to customize an online profile that best showcases the
users’ work. There, users can share all documents created, including a résumé, portfolio, cover letter, and even additional
links to social media accounts like Facebook and LinkedIn. The
URL to this web page can then be shared and displayed anywhere on the web.
To access IEEE ResumeLab, users can sign into their IEEE
Account using their normal login information. After finding
the RésuméLab tab, users can get started creating their personal, professional profile.
For more information, visit www.ieee.org/membership_services
with keyword search “ResumeLab.”
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Spring Banquet 2014
University of California Santa Barbara Chapter

On April 24th 2014, the nascent IEEE Photonics Society, UC Santa Barbara Student Chapter, held their first annual spring banquet.
The UCSB photonics chapter was founded in 2012 by Prof. John
Bowers to strengthen the bond between photonics researchers at
UCSB. This banquet was organized to extend this vision further to
the broader photonics community in the Santa Barbara area, both
academia and industry. The banquet hosted representatives from
10 local photonics companies, graduate students and post-doctoral scholars from 11 UCSB research groups in the departments
of Physics, Chemistry and Electrical and Computer Engineering,
and 2 researchers from universities other than UCSB. This totals
to more than 20 different photonics research groups in the Santa
Barbara area that attended the banquet. The event saw a total of
63 participants with a good balance of company employees (37%)
and academic researchers (63%) including professors. The banquet
was made possible by sponsorship from Intel Corp., HP Labs, IEEE
Photonics Society and the UCSB graduate student association.

The University of California, Santa Barbara (UCSB) is one
of ten public universities of California under the UC system.
UCSB is one of only 62 institutions elected to membership
in the prestigious Association of American Universities. In
addition to five Nobel Laureates, UCSB’s faculty includes
many elected members or fellows of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences (25), the National Academy of Sciences
(32), the National Academy of Engineering (25), and the
American Association for the Advancement of Science (60).
The lectures by Dr. Jerry Wyss of Toyon & Dr. Jonathan
Doylend of Intel were very well received. Dr. Demis D.
John, industry liaison from Praevium Research says “It was
great to see so many different types of photonics brought
together by this event – this is what the Photonics Society
is meant for.”
For more information on the event and about the student
chapter activities, please visit: http://ips.ece.ucsb.edu/

Guest speaker Dr. Jerry Wyss (Toyon) delivering the main
talk.

Dr. Milan Masanoviç & Dr. Daniel Renner of Freedom Photonics with College of Engineering Dean Rod Alferness.

Renan Moreira & Taran Huffman manning the check-in table
and Photonics Society collateral.

IPS Officers and invited guests: From left to right (standing) Dr.
Demis D. John, Taran Huffman, Dr. Jerry Wyss, Dr. Jonathan
Doylend, (sitting) Dr. Jared Bauters, Sudha Srinivasan, 
Eric
Stanton, Renan Moreira.
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IEEE First Year New Member Experience
IEEE has an outreach program, First Year New Member Experience, for newly inducted
members. It was designed to help each understand and navigate IEEE during their first
year experience. Whether a member joined to build a professional network, save money on
conferences or keep current with technology, this program can help.
It includes a website portal, a monthly
online orientation to help the new member
get connected to IEEE and basic services
on how to participate in various member
activities.
Please inform new members and chapter
participants of this program when they first
join the society.
To get started visit: www.IEEE.org/Start

Get Connected &
Stay Informed @:
@IEEEPhotonics
www.PhotonicsSociety.org / www.IEEE.org/Membership
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International Semiconductor Laser Conference, 2014
The 24th IEEE International Semiconductor Laser Conference, ISLC 2014 will be held at the Meliá Palas Atenea,
Palma de Mallorca Spain from Sunday, September 7 to
Wednesday, September 10. This coincides with the last few
days of the Summer season in Mallorca and also immediately
follows the NUSOD simulation conference, which will also
be held in Palma. ISLC has a track record and a tradition as
the leading international conference on semiconductor lasers,
where the most recent developments are introduced and discussed by researchers from all over the world and also features
latest results on LEDs, Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers and
integrated devices.
While standing on the shoulders of
giants, it seems we can see further and
further and this conference will demonstrate the continuing achievements
and give some pointers to future directions in photonic device research.
In this context, the conference begins
with two workshops focused on the
two extremes of photon number and
key to future research programmes and
commercial applications. “Semiconductor Quantum Light Sources”
are particularly relevant as building
blocks for photonic quantum information processing in view of their potential for integration and scalability.
Organisers Andrea Fiore and Sven
Hofling say that “the quantum properties of semiconductors appearing
naturally in their operation and light

August 2014

emission characteristics when dealing with nanoscale emitters
and wavelength-scale optical cavities” and add that “Major progress has been achieved in the realization of single- and entangled-photon sources based on semiconductor nanostructures, in
the demonstration of polariton lasing and in the understanding
of luminescence and lasing at the quantum level” and “This
workshop will provide an overview of the exciting developments in this burgeoning field and the opportunity to discuss
future directions.” “Improving Brightness and Efficiency
of High-Power Lasers”, organised by Paul Crump and Gary
Smith, focuses on the most efficient technology for converting
electrical energy into useful light. The organisers say “while
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much progress has been made in recent years understanding and
addressing limits to power and conversion efficiency in diode
laser sources, the limits to the lateral brightness are less clear,
especially in broad area lasers, due in part to the difficulty in
simulating and measuring the modal behavior of these large
volume optical resonators.” And so this workshop of invited
speakers will discuss the efforts underway by various groups to
improve the performance of high-power semiconductor lasers,
with a special focus on measures to understand and improve
their lateral brightness. The session will conclude with a panel
and audience discussion and interaction on the studies needed
to deliver further increases in performance. This first afternoon
will conclude with a welcome reception.
Following the tradition started in Davos in 1990, on Monday
morning, the conference proper will begin with 3 plenary talks:
“Lasers in Generic Photonic Foundry Platforms” by Professor
Meint Smit from Eindhoven Technical University, Netherlands,
“Recent Progress in Photonic Crystal Lasers”, Professor Susuma
Noda of Kyoto University, Japan and “Semiconductor Lasers on
Silicon” by John Bowers of the University of California-Santa
Barbara, USA. We also have a further 5 invited talks on “Photonic Integrated Circuits with Wavelength Tunable Lasers”,
“Ultrafast Semiconductor Lasers”, “High-Speed Directly Modulated Distributed-Reflector Lasers”, “Electrically Injected GaAsBi Quantum Well Lasers” and “III–V Semiconductor Nanowire
Lasers” from leading speakers, Larry Coldren, Ursula Keller,
Manabu Matsuda, Stephen Sweeney and Sudha Mokkapati.
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In view of the increasing importance of energy efficiency
and the key role that photonics devices have in the energy
efficiency of, for example, data centres, we have devoted
the Monday evening Rump Session to “Green Photonics”.
Jim Lott will chair this session where all are encouraged to
participate!
ISLC also has a tradition as a single session conference with
space made in the program for discussion and debate and we
believe it is important to maintain these qualities. This does
limit the number of submissions that can be accepted but
we note there is an opportunity for post deadline submission
on the first day of the conference, the best of which will be
presented on the final day. The high quality presentations
include work on hybrid and integrated devices including
Silicon compatible lasers, improving the energy efficiency of
devices such as VCSELs and communication lasers, quantum
cascade and interband devices for mid IR and THz sources,
GaN and ZnSe based emitters, high power and high-brightness lasers including VECSELs or disk lasers, short pulse
lasers including work on superradiance and semiconductor
integrated optoelectronics. Poster presentations include a 1
minute oral summary of the work in a rapid fire poster preview session on Tuesday afternoon—again traditionally one
of the conference highlights.
Peter Smowton, General Chair
Yuichi Tohmori, Program Chair
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IPC

2014

27th IEEE Photonics Conference

12-16
October
Hyatt Regency La Jolla
San Diego, CA
USA
General Chair:
Susumu Noda
Kyoto University, Japan

Member-at-Large:
Martin Dawson
University of Strathclyde, Scotland

Program Chair:
Thomas Clark
Johns Hopkins University, Laurel, MD, USA

www.IPC-IEEE.org
www.PhotonicsConferences.org
www.PhotonicsSociety.org
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Preview of IEEE Photonics Conference 2014
Susumu Noda, General Chair
Martin Dawson, Member-at-large
Thomas R. Clark
IPC 2014 will be held at the Hyatt Regency La Jolla, San Diego, California, USA, from 12–16 October 2014. This is the
IEEE Photonics Society’s showcase event where you will find
the latest developments in photonic technologies, their applications and future directions.
At the plenary sessions, four distinguished speakers will
provide their insight on a range of topics: “Hybrid Silicon Photonic Integrated Circuits” by Prof. John Bowers, University of
California-Santa Barbara, USA; “Exploiting Quantum Coherence for New Technologies: timing, navigation and sensors”
by Prof. Sir Peter Knight FRS, Imperial College London, UK;
“Cold-Mechanics to Stable-Microwaves: the Future of Optical
Microcavity Research” by Prof. Kerry Vahala, California Institute of Technology, USA; and “Single Molecule Imaging and
Nanometry: Fluctuation and Function of Life” by Prof. Toshio
Yanagida, Osaka University, Japan.
We will also have tutorial talks that have been scheduled
throughout the week which will be given by five distinguished
researchers on the following topics: “Data-Aided Signal Processing for Coherent Optical Receivers” by Dr. Fabio Pittalà,
Huawei, Germany; “Optical Nanoantennas” by Prof. Nader Engheta, University of Pennsylvania, USA; “Plasmonic
Nanowire Lasers for Sensors and Integrated Circuits” by Prof.
Rupert Oulton, Imperial College London, UK; “Photonic
Advances in Time and Frequency Metrology” by Dr. Nathan
Newbury, NIST, USA; “Quantum Dot and Quantum Well
Photonics” by Prof. Elias Towe, Carnegie Mellon, USA.
The conference opens on Sunday with the Sunday Program:
12:00 PM–3:30 PM, “Silicon Photonics Fabrication Workshop” taught by Prof. Lukas Chrostowski of the University of
British Columbia. This short course teaches participants how
to design passive silicon photonic devices using analytic and
advanced numerical techniques; 4:30 PM–6:30 PM, “Hot”
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Papers and Meet the Editors Session”. This session involves a
selection of recent highlight papers from PTL and PJ, selected
by the Editorial Boards of those journals and presented by the
respective paper authors; 6:30 PM–7:30 PM, “Panel Session on
Metamaterials”. This session will be conducted by the chairs of
the Nanophotonics and Photonic Materials and Metamaterials
topic committees.
On Tuesday, October 14, IPC will be the site of the kickoff
of the Women in Photonics program with an open-to-all reception. The goal of the Photonics Society’s Women in Photonics initiative is to create and promote activities that encourage
and support the participation, engagement and advancement
of women in the photonics community. All are invited to support this new initiative and celebrating the 20th anniversary of
IEEE Women in Engineering.
The Photonics Society and IPC specifically have long encouraged and celebrated our future through numerous student-focused activities including the annual awarding of the
best Student Paper at IPC. This year we have an additional
competition with a slightly different format. IPC 2014 will
introduce the “Graduate Student Poster Competition” in a
special session where graduate students can bring posters of
any previously presented and/or published work from the past
year to provide a second showcase of the work and themselves
in an interactive forum session. This competition is designed
to provide the entire photonics community to celebrate our
students, engage with them about their work and provide a
second chance to catch the work that may have been presented at topical meetings or other annual conferences. Finally,
IPC will be introducing a Closing Ceremony to finish out the
week. This final single session will feature the announcement
of student paper and poster awards as well as the always exciting Post-Deadline session.
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Silicon Photonics Fabrication Workshop—
Introduction to Silicon Photonics Device Design
and Fabrication
Short Course – October 12th, 2014 – 12:00 PM–3:30 PM
http://www.ipc-ieee.org/program/Silicon-Photonics-Fabrication-Workshop
This short course teaches participants (industry professionals,
academics) how to design passive silicon photonic devices using analytic and advanced numerical techniques. Participant
designs will be fabricated by a state-of-the-art rapid-prototyping 100 keV electron-beam lithography facility (University
of Washington – Washington Nanofabrication Facility, USA,
https://www.wnf.washington.edu). All designs will be tested
using an automated optical probe station (University of British
Columbia, Canada) and the data provided to the participants.
Participants will then analyze their experimental data.
This short course is a highly compressed version of the SiEPIC
CMC Passive Silicon Photonics Fabrication workshop (http://
siepic.ubc.ca/content/passives-2014) – 3 hours versus 6 days of
instruction; a one-month versus a one-year design-fabricate-test
cycle; and a total minimum time commitment of only 5 hours!
For first-time designers, the focus project is a Mach-Zehnder
silicon photonic thermo-optic switch. However, participants
can design many other devices, e.g., directional couplers, ring
resonators, disk resonators, Bragg gratings, photonic crystal,
0
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Focusing sub-wavelength grating couplers. An improved
version of: Y. Wang, et al., Proc. SPIE, p. 89150U, 2013
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multi-mode interference (MMI) couplers, arrayed waveguide
gratings (AWG), polarization diversity components, mode-
division multiplexing (MDM), sub-wavelength grating (SWG)
waveguides, slot waveguides, contra-directional couplers, etc.
Example publications will be provided.
During the workshops, participants will learn how to:
1) Design a basic silicon photonic thermo-optic
switch. The example we use is a Mach-Zehnder interferometer consisting of two fibre grating couplers, two
Y-branch splitters, and optical waveguides. [0.5 hour]
2) Model the optical waveguide using a mode solver to determine the wavelength-dependent effective index and
propagation constant. These parameters will be used in
the circuit model. [0.5 hour, Lumerical MODE]
3) Model a silicon photonic optical circuit using a
compact model approach. We will simulate the
optical transmission spectrum of the circuit (transmission versus wavelength), for several substrate
temperatures. [1 hour, Lumerical INTERCONNECT]
4) Create and submit a layout for fabrication. Learn the
fabrication design rules, automated testing constraints,
and design submission details. [1 hour, KLayout]
After the workshop:
1) The participants will have two weeks to complete and
upload their design. Optionally, an online forum will
be used to provide peer-feedback.
2) All participant layouts will be merged onto a single
chip and fabricated—on October 26th
3) All designs will be tested using an automated silicon
photonic probe station (http://siepic.ubc.ca/probestation)
4) Measurement results (e.g., 10,000 point spectra
centered at 1550 nm) will be shared via Dropbox—
approximately on November 12th, 2014
Fabrication details:
• Silicon on insulator (SOI) wafer with 220 nm silicon
thickness
• Single full-etch, 82º sidewall angle, and minimum isolated
feature size of 60 nm.
• Typ. waveguide loss of 3 dB/cm for 400 nm TE 1550 nm.
More details at R. Bojko, et al., JVSTB, 2011, http://
dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.3653266.
• Each participant will receive 300 µm x 1000 µm of space,
enough for >10 devices each (more available on request).
IEEE PHOTONICS SOCIETY NEWSLETTER
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Grating-assisted contra-directional couplers. W. Shi,
et al., Optics Express, Vol 21, No 6, p. 6733, 2013.

Photonic crystal slot-microcavity. S. H. Mirsadeghi, et al., APL
102, 131115 (2013).

• Basic components provided as a GDS library: focusing
sub-wavelength grating couplers (TE or TM, 1550 nm),
Y-Branch, waveguide, waveguide Bragg gratings, ring
resonator, example layouts.
Requirements:
• Laptop: Windows, Mac OSX, or Linux; wireless internet;
• Download and install Lumerical tools (https://www.
lumerical.com). A license will be provided for the duration of the project.
• Download and install mask layout tool (http://klayout.de)
• Participants can also use their own software tools for their
designs.
Cost for workshop, fabrication, and test – included at no additional cost as part of IEEE Photonics Conference registration fee.
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Participants learning optical modeling tools at a SiEPIC
silicon photonics workshop.
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Special Symposium Descriptions Occurring at IPC
Special Symposium on Optomechanics
Optomechanics is an emerging topic of photonics focusing on
the interaction between the mechanical motion and the optical states, or more fundamentally the photon-photon interactions, in various types of photonic devices. This symposium
brings young leaders in this nascent area to present the latest
development and to discuss the future directions of the topic.
The focus of the symposium will be on both the fundamental
physics and technical applications of optomechanics, including, in particular, those based the latest novel material systems
and new device platforms. Confirmed invited speakers include
Michal Lipson (Cornell), Hong Tang (Yale), Tal Carmon (Technion), Amir E. Safavi-Naeini (Stanford), Wolfram Pernice
(Karlsruhe), Qiang Lin (Rochester).

Special Symposium on Optoelectronic
Devices for Solar Energy Harvesting
Solar energy is ubiquitous in the search for alternative, sustainable and non-polluting sources of energy. The vast amount of
sunlight that reaches the earth every day makes solar energy
an attractive source for the requirements of today’s growing
society. Moreover, the pressing need to reduce the levels of CO2
in the atmosphere has spurred significant interested towards
drifting our fossil fuel-based energy infrastructure towards carbon neutral alternatives. In order to introduce solar-energy in
our current energy platform, sunlight needs to be converted
into energy carriers (i.e. electricity, heat or chemical fuels) that
can then be used directly by all energy consumption sectors
(industrial, commercial, residential and transportation). Optoelectronic devices are central to this energy conversion processes as they can absorb light, generate charges and then use them
in a variety of processes ranging from direct electricity generation to various electrochemical reactions. E
 xamples of energy
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optoelectronic devices include photovoltaics for electricity
production, photoelectrochemical reactors for fuel synthesis,
and light driven devices that directly perform other industrial
processes. This symposium will cover broad aspects related to
photonic devices geared towards the capture and utilization of
solar energy. Topics presented will include advances in technological and fundamental aspects of optoelectronic devices
for: electricity generation (photovoltaics), solar-fuel production, water treatment, desalination and other photocatalytic
processes. The interdisciplinary nature of this forum will allow researchers in various areas of optoelectronic research to
interact and share research breakthroughs in an environment
that will promote exchange of ideas and visions in the field.
Invited speakers include leaders in the photonic devices area
such as Prof. Harry Atwater (Caltech) who will present work
related to high-efficiency photovoltaic and solar-driven water
splitting cells and Dr. Howard Branz (ARPA-E) who will share
highlights from the advanced solar energy, building efficiency
and industrial efficiency program at ARPA-E.

Special Symposium on High
Power Diode Lasers and Systems
This is a particularly exciting time in the development highpower laser diodes and systems, which are targeting kW level
performance and are poised to compete for industrial markets.
The trend to deliver high-power and brightness across a wider
range of wavelengths also continues to drive the development
of other applications, including medicine, laser projection displays, automobile headlights, cutting/processing of plastics,
free-space optical communications. This is driving advances
are along the entire technology chain: diode laser sources,
beam-combining, optical systems, packaging, reliability, and
manufacturing of laser systems.
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CMC-IME Silicon Photonics MPW run and
SiEPIC Workshop—October 24 to 28,
2014—Vancouver, BC, Canada
In partnership with the University of British Columbia and
the NSERC CREATE Silicon Electronic-Photonic Integrated
Circuits (Si-EPIC) Program, CMC Microsystems is providing
an opportunity for training in the design, fabrication and test
of photonic integrated circuits (PICs) targeting IME’s siliconon-insulator (SOI) technology. This technology enables both
active and passive photonic devices to be monolithically integrated on the same chip.
• The workshop includes a full-flow silicon photonics MPW
run, with fabrication at IME in Singapore (similar to that
previously offered by OpSIS).
• The fabrication process includes: Ge detectors, four dopants for PN or PIN junctions, two metal layers, edge
and grating couplers, etching resulting in three different
silicon thicknesses, and an oxide opening etch.
• The library of components includes: Ge detectors, ring
and travelling wave modulators, edge and grating cou-
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Si-EPIC CREATE
plers, passive components (Y-branch, waveguide crossing, 3 dB adiabatic coupler, directional couplers, ring
resonators), etc.
• The PDK (Process Design Kit) is implemented in Mentor Graphics Pyxis (schematic, layout) with integrated
circuit simulations in Lumerical Interconnect. Mentor
Graphics and Lumerical Solutions Inc. are supporting
this course by providing preferred access arrangements to
their tools for participants.
• Workshop on-site instruction (October 24 to 28, 2014, at
the University of British Columbia, Vancouver BC),
includes lectures and tutorials on: IME fabrication process,
SiEPIC Library, PN junctions, ring and travelling wave
modulators, Ge detectors, schematic capture and circuit
simulations using Mentor Graphics Pyxis with integrated
Lumerical Interconnect, schematic-driven mask layout using Mentor Graphics Pyxis, component generation, optical
and microwave packaging.
• The workshop includes a full design-fabricate-test cycle.
After the on-site portion, participants are supported in
their design via on-line feedback and Design Reviews provided by peers, instructors and CMC Microsystems.
• Target tape-out in February 2015 with chips back in summer 2015.
Registration page: http://www.cmc.ca/en/WhatWeOffer/
Training/Courses/ActiveSiliconPhotonicsFabOct2014.aspx
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Avionics Fiber-Optics
and Photonics Conference
Call for Papers

2
0
1
4

AVFOP
11 - 13 November

Hyatt Regency Atlanta
Atlanta, Georgia USA

www.AVFOP-IEEE.org
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General Chair:
Milan Mashanovitch
Freedom Photonics, USA
Program Chair:
Gregory Abbas
EOSPACE, USA
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IEEE Photonics
Society
Co-Sponosored
Events
Information
Technology
Solutions

2014
OMN August 17—21, 2014

ECOC September 21—25, 2014

2014 International Conference on Optical MEMS
and Nanophotonics
University of Strathclyde
Glasgow, Scotland, UK
http://www.omn2014.org

2014 European Conference on Optical
Communication
Palais des Festivals et des Congrѐs
Cannes, France
http://www.ecoc2014.org

COIN August 27-29, 2014

MWP/APMP October 20—23, 2014

2014 12th International Conference on
Optical Internet 2014

2014 International Topical Meeting on Microwave
Photonics
2014 9th Asia-Pacific Microwave Photonics
Conference
Sapporo Convention Center
Sapporo, Japan
http://www.mwp2014.com

Hyatt Regency Jeju
Jeju, Korea
www.coin2014.org

NUSOD September 1-4 2014
2014 International Conference on Numerical Simulation of Optoelectronic Devices
Caixa Forum
Palma de Mallorca, Spain
www.nusod.org/2014
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ICOCN November 9-10 2014
2014 13th International Conference on Optical
Communications and Networks
Suzhou, China
www.ontrc.org/ICOCN/index.asp
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This publication offers open access options for authors

IEEE Open Access Publishing
What does IEEE Open Access mean to an author?
• Top quality publishing with established impact factors
• Increased exposure and recognition as a thought leader
• A consistent IEEE peer-review standard of excellence
• Unrestricted access for readers to discover your publications
• Great way to fulfill a requirement to publish open access

Learn more about IEEE Open Access Publishing:

www.ieee.org/open-access
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Publications

Journal of Lightwave Technology Special Issue
on:

LAST CALL

The IEEE/OSA Journal of Lightwave Technology presents a forum for authors to publish expanded papers in
a Special Issue on the 23rd International Conference on OPTICAL FIBER SENSORS.
On behalf of the Guest Editors and the Editor-in-Chief, we encourage you to submit an expanded version
of your accepted conference paper to the journal. Typically, these papers are 5 to 7 pages in length. Mandatory
page charges of $260USD per page are enforced in excess of 7 pages.
However, as the maximum number of papers that could be included in the special number will be 60
(considering 6 pages per paper) we, the Guest Editors, strongly encourage all of you to consider 6 pages per paper as
the suitable number of pages in order to be able to include the maximum number of papers. Otherwise, we will be
enforced to reduce accordingly the number of papers in the upcoming JLT special issue entitled "OFS 23."
As only expanded or merged versions of OFS23 accepted papers will be considered for this special
JLT number, the inclusion of the OFS23 accepted paper/s (that serve as basis for this extended version) in the
reference list of the new submission is kindly suggested. To mention this paper/s, it is kindly proposed the use of
the introduction section of the new paper.

Paper Submissions:
Submissions by website only: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jlt-ieee
Manuscript Type: “OFS23”
Submission questions: Doug Hargis, Journal of Lightwave Technology d.hargis@ieee.org

Topics:
The included in the OFS23 conference: http://www.teisa.unican.es/ofs23/
The conference scope covers all aspects related to sensing using light with special focus on fiber optic and guidedwave sensing devices, systems, theories and techniques for research and applications in industrial, life sciences,
medical, oil & gas, civil engineering, materials and defense industries, among others.

Guest Editors
General chair: Prof. José Miguel López-Higuera, University of Cantabria, Spain
Prof. Julian Jones, Heriot Watt University, UK, Co-Chair
Technical Co-Chair: Prof. Manuel López-Amo, Public University of Navarra, Spain
Prof. Jose L. Santos, University of Porto, Portugal, Technical Co-Chair

Submission deadline:

7 September, 2014
August 2014

The International Conference on 'Optical

Fibre Sensors', OFS, is acknowledged as the
world's leading conference on all topics
related to photonic sensing technologies.
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Announcement of an Issue of the IEEE/OSA
Journal of Lightwave Technology on:

OPTICAL INTERCONNECTS

** Submission Deadline: August 15th, 2014 **
The IEEE/OSA Journal of Lightwave Technology invites manuscript submissions in the area of Optical
Interconnects. The objective of this special issue is to document the current status in the field of shortreach optical interconnects for datacom through a collection of original and invited papers in conjunction
with the IEEE Photonic Society 3rd Optical Interconnect Conference 2014. The scope of this issue is to
provide a forum for scholars in related fields to contribute to the development of cumulative knowledge in
this pivotal area. It covers all aspects of novel passive and active materials, devices, sub-assemblies,
modules, architectures, and systems related to short distance data communications applications. We
welcome research that focuses on optical inter/intra-chip interconnects and corresponding enabling
technologies, and short-reach optical communications in datacenters and supercomputers.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

VCSEL based parallel optical interconnects
Silicon photonics for interconnects
Direct and EA-modulated high speed III-V lasers and related devices
Integration platforms including chip stack, flip chip, wafer and chip bond, and hybrids.
Energy efficient photonic link technologies
Photonic network architectures for digital chips and systems
Enabling device technologies including laser sources, passive optical devices, photonics switches, optical IO interfaces, as
well as high speed opto-electronic devices
Technologies for higher bandwidth density such as DWDM and advanced modulation formats and supporting technology
Engineering for low cost high volume integration, assembly, package and test
Electronics optimized for photonics
Disruptive optical technology for data communications

The Guest Editors for this issue are: Xuezhe Zheng, Oracle, San Diego, CA 92121; Roe Hemenway,
Photonic Controls, Horseheads, NY 14845; Zhiping Zhou, Peking University, Beijing, China 100871
The deadline for submission of manuscripts is August 15th 2014. Please submit your paper
to: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jlt-ieee and under Manuscript Type select “Optical Interconnects
2015”. Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1
week of authors uploading their final files in the ScholarOne Manuscripts submission system. The final
copy-edited and XML-tagged version of a manuscript is posted on IEEE Xplore as soon as proofs are sent in
by authors. This version replaces the preprint and is usually posted well before the hardcopy of the issue is
published. Hardcopy Publication is scheduled for March/April 2015. All submissions will be reviewed in
accordance with the normal procedures of the Journal. All questions should be sent to IEEE Photonics
Society, Doug Hargis, d.hargis@ieee.org
The following documents are required using online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jlt-ieee
1.

PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 7
pages for a contributed paper). Manuscripts over the page limits will have an overlength charge of
$260.00 USD per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are optional, author photographs are
prohibited. See Tools for Authors
at http://www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html
2. MS Word document with full contact information for all authors.
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Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Optical Micro- and Nano-Systems
Submission Deadline: October 1, 2014
Hard Copy Publication: July/August 2015
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area of Optical
Micro- and Nano-Systems. Optical Micro- and Nano-Systems (OMNS) promise to deliver new capabilities in applications
including optical communications, optical sensors, optical storage, optical imaging and displays. This issue will cover the latest
advances in OMNS ranging from basic research and new concepts through to novel and cutting-edge applications. Original papers
are solicited in (but not limited to) the following areas.
Optical Micro-Systems and Devices: adaptive micro-optical systems; biomedical micro-optical systems; microactuators for optical
devices; micro-optical systems for imaging and display; microphotonics; modeling and characterization; new fabrication and
assembly technologies; optical micro- and nano-cavities, optical sensors over wide wavelength range; optical scanners and
micromirrors; opto-fluidic devices and systems; opto-mechanics and optical MEMS, packaging and integration; optical
communications devices; tunable micro-devices; tunable spectral filters.
Optical Nano-Systems and Devices: high efficiency light-harvesting materials and devices; integrated silicon photonics;
metamaterial based devices and systems; nanoplasmonic devices; nanostructures, nanowaveguides and nanoantennas for optical
wavelengths; nanofabrication and self-assembly; nanotube and nanowires based devices and systems; near-field optics and systems;
nano-optomechanical devices and systems; photonic crystal devices and systems; quantum dot and low-dimensional structures and
systems; quantum optic and spintronic devices and systems.
The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Deepak Uttamchandani, University of Strathclyde, U.K. The Guest Editors are Joyce
Poon, University of Toronto, Canada, Marc Sorel, University of Glasgow, U.K., and Hiroshi Toshiyoshi, University of Tokyo,
Japan.
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded by
the author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully citable. Once
available, final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts replace the preprints on IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well before
the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the online publication; the same
article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper).
Manuscripts over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are
mandatory, photographs are optional. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
2) MS Word document with full contact information for all authors as indicated below:
Last name (Family name), First name, Suffix (Dr./Prof./Ms./Mr.), Affiliation, Department, Address, Telephone, Facsimile, Email.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously published
papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified by clearly
stating the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Preliminary Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Attosecond Photonics
Submission Deadline: December 1, 2014
Hard Copy Publication: September/October 2015
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area of Attosecond
Photonics.
The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Zenghu Chang, University of Central Florida, USA; the Guest Editors are: Jiro Itatani,
Institute of Solid State Physics, University of Tokyo, Japan; and Paul Corkum, University of Ottawa-NRC, Ottawa, Canada.
The deadline for submission of manuscripts is December 1, 2014. Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE
Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded by the author(s) on the ScholarOne Manuscripts submission system. Posted preprints have
digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully citable. Once available, final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts
replace the preprints on IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers
assigned to them to accelerate the online publication; the same article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society, JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper). Manuscripts
over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are mandatory, photographs are
optional. See the Tools for Authors link: www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
2) MS Word document with full contact information for all authors as indicated below:
Last name (Family name), First name, Suffix (Dr./Prof./Ms./Mr.), Affiliation, Department, Address, Telephone, Facsimile, Email.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously published papers.
Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified by clearly stating the
distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Call for Papers
Announcing an Issue of the IEEE
JOURNAL OF SELECTED TOPICS IN QUANTUM ELECTRONICS on

Semiconductor Lasers
Submission Deadline: February 1, 2015
Hard Copy Publication: November/December 2015
The IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Quantum Electronics (JSTQE) invites manuscript submissions in the area of
Semiconductor Lasers.













Coupled semiconductor lasers
Grating controlled lasers
Multi-segment and ring lasers
Photonic crystal lasers
Plasmonic lasers
Polariton lasers
Quantum cascade and interband Mid-IR lasers
Quantum dot/wire lasers
Silicon compatible/hybrid lasers
Sub-wavelength scale lasers
THz lasers













UV to visible lasers
VCSELs, VECSELs and disk lasers
High power and high-brightness lasers
Communications lasers
Tunable lasers
Short pulse lasers
High speed lasers
Laser dynamics
Lasers based on new materials
Laser modeling and simulation
Semiconductor integrated optoelectronics

The Primary Guest Editor for this issue is Luke J. Mawst, University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA. The Guest Editors of this issue
are Lukas Chrostowski, University of British Columbia, Canada, Ann Catrina Coleman, University of Texas at Dallas, USA,
Sven Hofling, University of St. Andrews, UK, Nobuhiko Nishiyama, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan, and Leon Shterengas,
State University of New York at Stony Brook, USA.
Unedited preprints of accepted manuscripts are normally posted online on IEEE Xplore within 1 week of the final files being uploaded by
the author(s) on ScholarOne Manuscripts. Posted preprints have digital object identifiers (DOIs) assigned to them and are fully citable. Once
available, the preprints are replaced by final copy-edited and XML-tagged versions of manuscripts on IEEE Xplore. This usually occurs well
before the hardcopy publication date. These final versions have article numbers assigned to them to accelerate the online publication; the
same article numbers are used for the print versions of JSTQE.
For inquiries, please contact:
IEEE Photonics Society JSTQE Editorial Office - Chin Tan Lutz (Phone: 732-465-5813, Email: c.tanlutz@ieee.org)
The following documents are required during the mandatory online submission at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jstqe-pho.
1) PDF or MS Word manuscript (double column format, up to 12 pages for an invited paper, up to 8 pages for a contributed paper).
Manuscripts over the standard page limit will have an overlength charge of $220.00 per page imposed. Biographies of all authors are
mandatory, photographs are optional. See the Tools for Authors link:
www.ieee.org/web/publications/authors/transjnl/index.html.
2) MS Word document with full contact information for all authors as indicated below:
Last name (Family name), First name, Suffix (Dr./Prof./Ms./Mr.), Affiliation, Department, Address, Telephone, Facsimile, Email.
JSTQE uses the iThenticate software to detect instances of overlapping and similar text in submitted manuscripts and previously published
papers. Authors should ensure that relevant previously published papers are cited and that instances of similarity are justified by clearly
stating the distinction between a submitted paper and previous publications.
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Photonics Society
Mission Statement
Photonics Society shall advance the interests
of its members and the laser, optoelectronics,
and photonics professional community by:
• providing opportunities for information
exchange, continuing education, and
professional growth;
• publishing journals, sponsoring conferences, and supporting local chapter and
student activities;
• formally recognizing the professional
contributions of members;
• representing the laser, optoelectronics,
and photonics community and serving as
its advocate within the IEEE, the broader
scientific and technical community, and
society at large.

Photonics Society
Field of Interest
The Society’s Field of Interest is lasers, optical
and photonic devices, optical fibers, and associated lightwave technology and their systems
and applications. The society is concerned
with transforming the science of materials, optical phenomena, and quantum electronic devices into the design, development, and manufacture of photonic technologies. The Society
promotes and cooperates in the educational
and technical activities which contribute to
the useful expansion of the field of quantum
opto-electronics and applications.
The Society shall aid in promoting close cooperation with other IEEE societies and councils
in the form of joint publications, sponsorships
of meetings, and other forms of information
exchange. Appropriate cooperative efforts will
also be undertaken with non-IEEE societies.
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